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BASIC FACTS ABOUT UKRAINE

(Official name now: Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. it is a Union

Republic of the U.S.S.R.. along with other 14 Republics; member of the

United Nations)

Area: 233,000 sq. mi (604,000 sq. km.)

Neighbors: Poland Czechslovakia. Hungary. Rumania, Belorussia Russia

Population:. 50 millions (1975 est.) or 20% of the total Soviet population
Population composition: 751 Ukrainians, 197. Russians, 6% others.

including 777 000 Jews and 100,000 Greeks
Number of Ukrainians in the U.S.S.R. and the world: 50-52 millions.

Capital: Kiev (Kyiv), pop. 1.8 m111.
Other major cities: Kharkiv (popl 1.2 mill.), Donetsk, Knipropetrovsk,

Odessa Lviv.

Topography: Plains, average elevation 515 ft. Mountains in the border areas:
Carpathian Mountains (highest peak 6760 ft.), Crimean Mountains
In the north - Polissia. Pripet Marches; Center and sourgh- forest-steppe

Black Sea. Soil: mostly fertile chornozem.

Climate: temperate; atlantic and continental. Crimea: subtropic, mediterrenean.

Economy and Resources

Ukraine is one of the 10 most economically developed countries in the world.

Resources: iron ore coal. brown coal petroieum and natural gas. manganese

(90% of world deposit) titanium. bauxite and others.

Industry: 50% of toe] Soviet production of cast metal; 40% of steel;

50% of coke; 21% of mineral fertilizers; 19% electrical power.
Other production: Diesel locomotives (95%), agricultural machinery

shipbuilding. super-jet "Antey".
25% of total Soviet agricultural production (60% of sugar).

Education: 9 universities 130 institutes of higher learning.
Academy of Sciences in Kiev (with 70 research institutes).
800.000 university and college students; 130 000 scientific workers.
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PRINCIPAL OATES N. UKRAINIAN HISTORY
_____-

(Ukraine - Ruthenia - Rus')

6th - 8th century - Slavic tribal states on the Ukrainian territory

Princely State

858 Foundations of the Rus' State in Kiev; first wars with Byzantium.

957 Princes Olha accepti Christianity from Constantinople

988 Beginning of the mass conversion of Kievan State to Christianity
under Volodymyr the Great

1054 Formation of feudal principalities; fragmentation of the unified

state

1185 Campaign of Prince lhor against Polovtsi

1240 Kiev destroyed by Mongol-Tartars

Polish-Lithuanian Period

1360 Lithuania moves Lnto Ukrainian lands

1387 Poland incorporates Halychyna (Western Ukrainian regions)

1526 Lithuanian Statues: condification of law for Ruthenian (Ukrainian)

lands

1550 Establishment of Zaoorozhian Sich. Kozak movement.

1569 Polish-Lithuanian Union. Ukraine under Poland.

Kozak State

1648 National uprising against Poles led by Hetman Bohdan Khmelnyisky;
. establishment of Kozak State

1654 Alliance with Muscovy (Russia); treatyLof protectorate

1709 Poltava battle: failure of Hetman Mazepa's plans for the l!beration
of Ukraine

1764 Abolition of Ukrainian Kozak State

9
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Modern Period

11345 Foundation of modern Ukrainian political organization Sts. Cyril

and Methodius Brotherhood. Taras Shevchenko - national bard

literary revival.

1917-1920 - Struggle for national liberation: Ukrainian Democratic

Republic. Autonomy - Independence - Unification of Ukrainian sands.

War against Russians (Communists and non-Communists) Pc)les,

1921 Consolidation of Soviet power in Ukraine: incorporctior: of Western

territories by Poland Rumania and Czechoslovakia.

1939-45 - Western Ukraine incorporated into the U.S.S..

1941-44 - German occupation during World War ii

Since 1945 Ukraine is a part of the Soviet Union

10
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TEN OUTSTANDING FIGURES IN MODERN UKRAINIAN HISTORY

TARAS SHEVCHENKO - national poet-'sor,' of 19th century

IVAN FRANKO - leading writer of i.:414tern Ukraine

LESIA UKRAINKA - major poetess of 19th-20th century

MYKHAILO HRUSHEVSKYJ - leading historian, President of the Ukrainian
National Republic (1917-1920)

SYMON PETLURA - Head of the Ukrainian Government (1919-1920)

EVHEN KONOVALETS - Nationalist leader

STEPAN BANDERA - Nationalist leader

PETRO SHELEST - Communist boss in Ukraine (1555-1972), ousted by Moscov

VALENTYN MOROZ - leading dissenter, jailed by Soviet authorities

PATRIARCH JOSYF SLIPYJ - Head of the Ukrainian Catholic Chruch

11
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MILESTONES OF UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY IN THE UNITED STATES

1874-76 The first mass wave of Ukrainian immigrants reached the shores
of the New World

1884 Rev. Ivan Voiyansky the first Ukrainian Catholic priest arrived

in the U.S. Almost single-handedly he organized Ukrainian immigrants
into a community by establishing parishes, building churches,
starting schools, founding fraternal and other associations.

1893 The first issue of the Ukrainian daily Svoboda appeared under the
editorship of Rev. Hryhorij Hrushka, published in Jersey City.

1894 The Ukrainian National Association established

1907 Bishop Soter Ortynsky was appointed the first exarch for Ukrainian
Catholics in the United States

1917 "In view of the wretchedness. misery. and privation which these
people are enduring ....citizens of this country may give expressions
of their sympathy by contributing to the funds now being raised for
the relief of the Ruthenians (Ukrainians) in the belligerent
countries". With these words President Wilson proclaimed April 21st
a "Ukrainian Day".

1920 The second wave of Ukrainian immigrants began to land in the U.S.
Because of the restrictive laws. only some 40 000 (in comparison
to sothe 250,000 at the turn of the century) Ukrainians entered
between the two world wars.

1924 First Ukrainian Orthodox Bishop. John Teodorovich, appointed
for Ukrainians in the U.S.

1925 The oldest and largest Ukrainian womens' organization, the Ukrainian
National Womens'League of America established

1933 Ukrainian Pavillion at the World's Fair in Chicago. They year is

also a landmark for establishment of new Ukrainian Awerican
organizations, among them Ukrainian Youth League of North America
and Ukrainian Professional Association.

1940 Ukrainian Congress Committee of America established

1948 The third wave of immigrants began to enter the U.S. under the
Displaced Persons Act. Some 85,000 of Ukrainian political refugees
arrived.

1964 Taras Shevchenko Monument unveiled in Washington, D.C.

1973 Establishment of three chairs of Ukrainian Studies at Harvard Universitl

1975-76 Ukrainian communities across the United States celebrate American
Bicentennial and a Centennial of Ukrainian settlement in the U.S.

12
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Related topics:

Alaskan history

10

Ettan: Ukrainians

Theme: Oontributions

TOPIC: EARLY MPAMINIAN SETTLERS

Behavioral objective

The student should:be able to

1. explain how Ukrainians haPloned to be among the earlv EUropean

settlers in Alaska;

2. describe tne role of Ahapij tioncharenkc in early Alaskan history.

Bow this topiç relates to the theme of muIti-cu/turalism

The diversity of cultures within the United States has been evident

since the early days of North AMericma settlemmt. Sometimes the oft-

recurcin; sounds of the English lamjuage and the legacy of English common

lma have waned to deny the multi-cultural realities of American life.

Nevertheless, observers of the American scene, whether journalists or

visiting noblemen, have noted the variety of peoples and cultures through-

out America before as well as atter the Revolution. Mough Germans Lived

in Pennsylvania by the 1750s to cause serious discussion in the legislar,

ture over the merits of German as an official language; Swedes on the

Deleware and Dutdh on the BadOan eadh made permanent contributions to

"Auerican" architecture; at the time of Washington's inaugural in 1789

Negroes comprised the second largest ethnic group in the nation.

The settlement of diverse peoples was not limited to the Atlantic sea-

board. French trading posts dotted the interior fr.= Michilimackinac to

1 7
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New Crleans; ppanishmissions raised the cross and the aims of Aragon

and Castile from Florida to Texas and California; fur-trading stations

and fishing Irillages inhabited by Russians and Ukrainians stretched along

the Alaskan coast southwards to San Francisco Bay. Througimut this vast

territory the American Indian lived in diverseways--some, like the

Iroquois, the Cherokee and the Hopi in faindrxrvillages; other like the

Cheyenne and the Sioux, combined agriculture amd hunting economies.

As time passed, the number and variety of cultures in the United

States increased. Newcomers from central, northern, southern and eastern

&rope became conspicuous.. Chinese, Japanese, Eoreans, Filipinos and other

Asians crossed to the western shores. Still later cams a great exodus

from Mexico, Central America and the islands of the Caribbean, Puerto Rico

and Cuba.

In their old homilland most oi. these different.peoples had little ex-

perience of the outsider. Almost everyone within the home village shared

the same language, religion, traditions and values. Here, however, hetero-

geneity rather than homogeneity was the rule. In this new land diverse

families and cultures flourished, sometimes in precarious harmony, some-

times in open conflict, yet all lived under the guarantees provided by

a ccastitution which promised equal protection under the law. The presence

of these different cultures helped to contribute to the rich variety of

traditions and values present in American society today.

Bridge questions

1. At the time of the Declaration of Independence, what other ethnic

groups lived here besides the EngliSh?
,

18



2. What new groups arrived by the time your grmmialIdletr was born

(1900-1920)?

3. What new groups of people have come here in large numbers in your

own lifetime (1962-1976)?

2L-- 4r, ,

2.

411.

triE

,

Ahapius Honcharenko

First Ukrainian Orthodox priest

in America

19
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EARLY UKRFINIAN SFr=

When we consider early European settlements in America, we usually

think of the east coast-of Jamestown, Plymouth, New Amsterdan, St. Augus-

tine. Southern CWIifornia, with its old Spanish cities and towns, also

reminds us of its colonial heritage. We seldom realize, however, that

the northwestern shore of America was also colonized relatively early.

In the eighbuanth century the Russian empire extended across Siberia and

the Bering Sea to the shores of Alaska. Among the soldiers that the

Russianatsmess Catherine II sent to protect fur.-trading and fishing posts

in Alaska were some 20,000 Russian and Ukrainian Nozaks. When Aladka was

sold to the United States in the secondlialf of the nineteenth century,

some Ukrainians returned home, but a number of then settled in Alaska or

moved south along the Paciftc coast.

The United States needed an agent who would negotiate between the

Ukrainian ex-soldiers and the federal government, since it was now respon-

sible for the territory. ALLOcrainian priest, Ahapij Holicharenko, who was

living in New York City at the time, seemed a good choice for the position.

He was a well-ectacated rren with a knowledge of diplomacy. He had been

exiled from Ukraine because of his democratic beliefs.

Fran 1868-1872 Honcharenko published the Alaskan Herald in San

Francisco. The paper appeared twice a month with articles in three Ian-

guages--English, Russian and Ukrainian. One of the purposes of the paper

was to instruct Ukrainians and other immigrants about American laws and

customs: the first issue, for example, carried translations of the United

States COnstitution. Honcharenko also used the columns of his newspaper

20
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as a public forum to promote the cause of Ukrainian independence. The

Alaskan Herald carried poems of Taras Shevchenko, the *foremost Ukrainian

revolutionary poet of the 19th century, translated and printed by Honchar-

enko.

Such revolutionary denunciations of the czarist government inan

American newspaper did not hurt Honcharenko's career. But his outspoken

attitude toward other issues eventually cost him his job. He attacked the

unfair treatment of the Chinese in San Francisco and condemned the activi-

ties of the Ku aux Elan. He condemned the United States government

policy towards the Eskimo population in Alaska: like the Indians in the

United States, the Eskimos had no civil rights and no status as citizens.

Hooncharenko believed that both of these policies were wrong.

After his removal from office, Honcharenko remained in the San

Francisco area. He continued to serve as priest in the first Ukrainian

Orthodox Church in Americar-a church which he himself helped to build.

He died in 1916, an adman who knew how to adjust to new conditions, but

who would not make caapranises when questions of principle were involved.

21
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Suggested activities

Ask the students to rake a list of things they uould take along

if they were going to move to a foreign country. Tell then that they

would be able, obviously, to get food and clothes in that country, but

no American books, records, typical recipes, etc. Discuss thgvh- lists

and the reasons Ear choosing certain objects. Ask them if they would

prefer to give up everything that is familiar to them and to adopt

totally the way of life in that country. Ask the students if they would

want to go to live in another country, if they did not have to do it.

Discuss their answers probing the reasons why theywoulrl or would not

want to do it and under what circumstances they would leave their

country. Point out that the early American colonists faced similar

problems.

Evaluation

1. Ecw did it happen that Ukrainians were among the early settlers of

Alaska?

2. Who ues Ahapij Soncharenko?

3. Why wes he sent to Alaska by the U.S. government?

4. What Ukrainian poet's works did he translate and publish in the

Alaskan newspaper?

5. Why did he resign his post?



CONTINUITIES IN MIMIC mEarrry

LERAINIAN FEASTS AND CELEBRATIONS
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Related topics:

Easter custans
Christmas customs
Whitsun

EPipbany

16

Ethrdc group: Ukrainians

Theme: ReLatiaaship to

TOPIC: UKRAINIAN RELIGICUS FEASTS

homeland

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. explain why it is important to preserve traditional rites and rituals;

2. name some Ukrainian religious holidays and the traditional celebrations

around them

ER, this ti2pic relates to theme of rmilti-culturalism

%hen a person, a family or a group of people move fran one place to

another they carry more things with then than are listed by the moving

company or inspected by customs officials. Their race, language and

ethnicity are in most cases as obvious as their personal property. Per-

haps less obvious, and perhaps more significant, are their values, tradi-

tions, ceremonies, and celebrations. EUropean immigrants.to the sauthern

hemisphere have carried the Christmas tree and the yuletide fire even

though Christmas there occurs in the summer. Similarly, ethnic groups

have brought to the free society of the United States traditions and cere-

monies which have endured hundreds, even thousands of years of persecution

in the old country. These traditions and ceremonies are continued in a

different physical and political environment for varied reasons. They help

to define the group as a people--to provide an ansmar to the question: "Who

2 4
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are we?" Nho am I?" They provide some meaning in a generally chaotic

world. They hold people together, providing security and a sense of be-

longing. They say: "This is where we have been. This is what we have

done. This is what we value."

Bridge questions

1. Give one example of a holiday or tradition which has been brought to

America by immigrants.

2. %hat obstacles do irrinigrants face when they attempt to transplant a

holiday over a distance of thousands of mdles and establish it in an

alien land?

3. Choose one American holiday as an example. Describe how it is usually

celebratedthe essential part and rneaning of the holiday. How would

you go about transplanting the essence?

7
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Patriarch Josyf Slipyj in Sts. Volodymyr and Olha

Ukrainian Catholic Church in Chicago
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UKRAINIAN RELIGIOUS FEASTS

The Ukrainian calendar is rich in various colorful celebrations and

ceremonies. Same sten !ran ancient pagan times, others are Christian.

Often the two traditions, pagan and Christian, have mingled in a single

feast or celebration. We see, therefore, that Ukrainian rituals are both

religious and ethnic in character. Ukrainians in America preserve these

rites and rituals with great care and affection.. After all, observing

then the way they used to be observed in Ukraine means being unified with

one's hcmeland by invisible and yet unbreakable ties. Mmes.= enjoying

traditions that enridh one's life and personality. It finally means adding

new and interestiny strains to the multi-colored cultural tissue of the

United States.

'Sere are same special Ukrainian customs related to religious holidays.

Christmas according to the Jblian Calendar, falls on.January 7-9. Until

recently, most Ukrainians celebrated their holidairs according to the JUlian

Calendar rather than the Gregorian calendarwhidh is used in the West.

Now same Ukrainian Catholic parishes have switched to the Gregorian Calendar,

while the Ukrainian Orthodox Church remains faithful to the old style.

Christmas Eve, celebrated on January 6, is the most solemn phase of the

entire Christmas celebration. The Christmas supper consists of twelve

dishes, all prepared without meat or dairy products; the ingredients came

fran the fields, the orchards, and the rivers. Christmas Eve is also the

time for caroling. Groups of carolers wnader frau house to house, singing

their carols and wishing the head of the household and his whole family

a happy and prosperous New Year. They are rewards! Bar their singing..

26
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Traditionally, such rewards consist of food and sweets. In America,

however, people give carolers money, which is turned over to various

Ukrainian charities. The total cycle of the Christmas holiday lasts

forty days. During that time people greet each other with the words

"Fhrystos Rozhdayetsya!" (Christ is born!), and the traditional reply

to such greeting is "Slavite Yobo!" (Praise Him!).

Epiphany, which ocncemorates St. John the Baptist's christening of

Christ, is based an the interesting custom of blessing the water. This

is a particularly solemn occasion. People gather out of doors on a river

bank or a lakeshore. The water is frozen because Ukrainianwisters can be

quite severe. A,large cross is cut out in the ice sheet, so that the

priest can biless the exposed water. The ice cross is placedqx4tIt on

the.riverbank and the ceremony itself develops around it. At an appro-

priate moment doves are released from their cages to circle over the conr

gregation. They symbolize the Soly Ghost descending upon Christ's christen-

ing. The congregation arrives at the site of the ceremony and departs from

it in a splendid religious procession. This holiday is celebrated on

January 19.

Between Christmas and Lent, which starts smrenweeks before Easter,

Ukrainians celetmatettomddings, organize banquets, dances and other social

entertairmerts. Such activities will be forbiddenduring Lent.

Ukrainians regard Easter as the high point of the whole year. This

was also true in ancient times, since pagan Ulesainians believed that the sun

was born at that time of year. The sun's birth was celebrated with feasts

and games to make sure that its rays would he kind to fields and meadows

throughout the summer. Christian Easter is preceded by the Hay Week, that

2 7
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is, six days of preparations for Easter. The Easter celebration itself

lasts from Sunday through Tuesday. The blessing of Easter baskets is one

of the most colorful ceremonies in the whole Easter cycle. It takes place

either an Saturday afternoon or early Sunday morning. The women fill

baskets with delicious Easter food, cover them with embroidered cloths and

carry then to the church to be blessed. The blessed Easter food must not

be touched until atter the ResurrecticnNess. Midnight or earty morning

Easter services are quite beautiful. The church is crowdedwith the

faithful; among theta you may even spot friends whan you do not see in

churdh any other Sunday of the year.

Paska and pysanky are traditional ingre:iients of the Easter basket.

Paska is an Easter bread. pysanky are Easter eggs. They are so richly

decorated that they may be considered objects of art. Ybung people ex-

change these Easter eggs as gifts. On Easter Sunday, after religious ser-

vices, children and youngsters hold their traditional ritual spring dances

and singing called lhahilky." Ukrainians have inherited these dances, and

the songs that accompany them, from their pagan ancestors. On Easter

Mbnday young people sprinkle each other with water. This is another dustpan

stemming fran pagan times. In many pagan religions throughout the world,

water is a symbol of health and life. Therefore, Ukrainians call such

magic water "living water" (zhyva voda). The traditional greeting given

at Easter is "Fbrystos Vbskres!" (Christ is Risen!), and the reply is

"Voistynu Vtekres" (Indeed, He is Risen).

,

littPIun or the Feast of the Ascension is called in Ukrainian Zeleni

2122mtawhich translates as "The. Green Feast." In cemeteries services for

the dead are held, particularly for the Ukrainian freedom fighters. Churdh
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buildings and private homes are richly deoorated with green branches and

flowers. This custom has also come down to contemporary Ukrainians fran

mysterious pre-Christian ages.

On the Eas_.tiastofthsurnoonoftheliol"ificcAers are

blessed, and then on the Feast of TransfIluration priests bless the fruit

harvest.

Ukrainians celebrate each feast day with many ancient and colorful

rituals. Let us mention one more. It is the Feast of St. Nicholas,

celebrated an December 19, wheh, Ukrainian children receive their gifts,

which Americans usually give on Christmas. Cia that day in many parish

halls and schools children watch little plays about the Legend of St.

Nicholas. At the end of such a playlet St. Nicholas himself appears on

the stage and distributes the gifts among the children. St. Nicholas

and his entourage of ancals also 'visit" children at night in their homes

and leave gilts under their pillows. That is, if the children were good.

If they misbehaved throughout the year, a little devil leaves then a

hazel switch.

4:4

4 411.

11

Ukrainian Easter basket
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Suggested activities

Ask students to name any holifiAy that has originated in America and

what theSe holidays celebrate or _hat is the meaning of these holidays

(e.g. Lincoln's birthday, Memorial Day, 4th of Jbly, Labor Day, Thanks-

giving). If they were Pmericans living abroad, would they continue to

celebrate these American holidays, even though the holidays have no meanr

ing to other people in the country? For instance, would you as an American

living in London, try to have a turkey dinner on Thanksgiving? Wbuld it

do any harm to the English people? What would it maim to you, as an

American, to celebrate that feast in England? NbUld the meaning of the

holiday be different if you had the celebration in a countorylitere you

did not hear your language spoken--for example, in Spain, Italy or Greece?

Evaluation

1. Describe Ukrainian Christmas or Easter customs.

2. During what period did most of these customs originate?

3. Name two other feasts celebrated by Ukrainians in the United States.
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Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Ethnic names Theme: Relationship to
Baptism homeland
Wedding
Funeral

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. describe a Ukrainian wedding;

2. discuss the reasons that ethnic groups celebrate family occasions

ih traditional ways;

3. discuss the proposition that tfte health of the family means the

health of the community by which in turn the whole American society

benefits.

CELEBRATION OF FAMILY OCCASIONS

Major events in personal or family lives are the same in all ethnic

groups, since we are all human beings. Because of varied cultural back-

grounds, however, certain groups stress some occasions more than others.

Also, in the ceremonies and rituals, such events differ greatly among the

various groups.

Ukrainians, for example, celebrate namedays rather than birthdays. A

nameday is the feast of the patron saint whose name a person bears. The

Christian calendar according to the Julian style, or the Julian calendar,

which begins thirteen days later than our modern or Gregorian calendar--

contains many names of Greek and oriental origin, together with Western

nanes. There are some Slavic and strictly Ukrainian names too.

3 I



The most popular names among Ukrainians arel Ivan. (Jbhn), Vasyl

(Basil), Mykola (Nicholas), JUrij (George), An'erij (Andrew). Examples

of purely Ukrainian names are Vblodymyr (Ukrainian prince saint), Yaro-

slay (another prince), Bohdan (a translation of Theodore), Borys. Among

popular fanale names we find Maria (Max,), Hanna (Ann), Natalka

Myroslava, Olha, Vira are female names of Ukrainian origin.

A,cbild's christening is celehaMmtd both in church and at home. The

family, godparents and friends come together for such an occasion. The

parents usually give a sumptuous dinner party in honor of the baby.

ln a Ukrainian Catholic family, the child's first communion, held when.

he or she has reached the age of eight, is also an important event. But

it is the wedding that is by far the most significant family celebration.

Traditionally, various rites and rituals around the wedding begin two

weeks before the ceremony itself. There is the pre-wedding party, known

as maiNINtlVechir," (The Maiden's Evening). It is arranged by the friends

of the bride-to-be. It is quite different from American shower parties,

since in it gift-giving plays absolutely no role. Instead, young people

gather to weave flower garlands which will be worn by the bride, the groom,

and the bridesnaids during the wedding ceremony. Afterwards there is a

party with rmich good food and even =re good singing. Alter, the church care

monies.which are in themselves a beautiful spectacle, a.richweddimg hark-

quet is held. In its course, the bride groom and most of the guests must

perform many complex rituals. There is no wedding cake. On the head-

table waits an elaborately decorated bread, called "Icorovay," which rep-

resents the bounty of the land. ThP young Qouple is welcomed at the entrano

of the room by parents with 9aread and salt," a traditional Ukrainian for-

mal way of Traeting guests.
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The master of ceremonies has . a female counterpart; he is "starosta"

and She is "starostynya." They play an important role throughout the

evening. They make speeches to the guests about the young couple, their

parents, as well as about the community. As a rule, there is a lot of

singing and dancing. Guests sing scores of wedding songs about happy love

and good harvests.

Funeral rites also contain many ancient traditional elements. The

wake is a solemn and sorrowful occasion. The religious services and re-

ligious songs are deeplymoving. Various friends of the deceased make

eulogies, praising him and pledging themselves to his memory. There are a.

lot of wreaths with inscribed ribbons. Ukradnians honor the deceased by

donating money to various charities. Ukrainians dislike simple grave plates;

their cemeteries are deommftedwith crosses or elaborate monuments.

Ukrainians express their deep respect for their dead in the typical

funeral song "Eternal Mamory" (Vichnaya pamiatj).



BUILDING A NEW NATION
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UKRAINIAN MASS IMMIGRATION

INTEGRATION INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY



Related topics:
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Wbrld War II
Displaced persons

Ethrlicmoixo: Ukrainians

Mere: Contributions

TOPIC: TEE BIG WAVE ar IMMIGRATION

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. Locate an a mgp the principal region of origin of Ukrainian immi-

grants to the United States in the 19t11 century;

2. state approximately how many Ukrainians were living in the United

States at the end of the 19th century;

3. describe the contributions of Ukrainian refugees after World War II

to the Ukrainian community in America.

How this topic relates to the.theme of multi-culturalism

About fortymil.Lich Europeans, Asians, Africans and Latin Americans

have entered the United States in the past two hundred years. They came

in different proportions and at different times. Befbre 1950 more than

six million came from Germany, about three and a half million from Russia,

less than half a million from China. The peak year of immigration from

Ireland was in 1851; fran Sweden, 1882; from Italy, 1901.* Among all

groups (with the important exception of slaves brought from Africa) the

*Source: Oscar Handlin, Immigratilan as a kactor in American History. New
"York. Prentice Hall, 1959, p. 16.
The same statistics appear in U.S. Bureau of the Census Histor-
ical Statistics of the United States; 1789-1945.
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reasons for coming have tended to be similar- The quest for greater

religious freedom; the desire to avoid persecutian because of their poli-

tical beliefs; the search for highly paid work and an improvement in

their material standard of living.

The peak years of immigration for Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Greeks

and Jews were in the period between 1880-1924. While large numbers also

came to the United States following Wbrld War II and the subsequent civil

war and political terrorism throughout eastern Europe, most of those in

the United States today who are members of the above groups owe their

origins to the migration of their grandparents and great-grandparents

before Wbrld War I.

Mbst of those wbo came were peasants. They lived in an agricultural

society which had changed little in a thousand years. They were not ignor-

ant or stupidterms suggested by our modern use of the word "peasant."

They were illiterate; the gavenammtwas not theirs nor was it interested

in their material well-being. Generally, they were poor. Family "farms"

were five to ten acres at best. They knew little of the world beyond the

limits of their village. Into this isolated society came news about life

in the United States.

The mdnes, factories and railroads of a newly industr4 ati7ed nation

cried out for additional laborers. The railroads had been given land by

the goverment; now they needed to sell the land to settlers who would

create new farms, harvest new crops and produce grain and livestock for

the trains to carry. The.railroads sent agents to Ireland, Sweden, Italy,

and Poland seeking those willing to begin a new life in a distant land.

Many listened; some decided to take the risk.
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Men with strong backs and young families heard the same nessage

in the coal and iran mines of Cbrnwall Wtles, Italy, Sweden and eastern

Europe. They beard with disbelief stories about high wages in America.

Wbxkers in America were said to have meat every day, not tust once a

week. Butter and milk and bread were cheap and good. Sometimes these

tmlPs were just thab--"deceptive advertising" we would call it today.

One worker from the. copper mines of northern Italy in the late 1890's

migrated to the copper mines of northern Michigan. In Italy he had

worked a 48 hour week; in this new world he worked 12 hours a day, seven

days a week--if he wanted to work. There were always newcomers getting

off the next boat who were hungry to take his place.

Within the space of three generations the nation was transformed

from a small, independent agricultural and commercial society into a pow,-

erful nation with a self assurance and pride that would have astonished

the framers of the Declaration of Independence. The transformation had

been made possible by the.fearless labor of uncounted men, women and

children. They worked in a society where the dignity of labor wes some-

times the only remard.

Bridge questions

1. Mbst of the Jews, Greeks, tkrainians, and Lithuanians who now live in

the Uhited States came here in what years?

2. What are the three major causes for migration to the Uhited States?

3. What specific political rights and religious liberties does the Con-

stitutioh provide for all individuals and groups in the United States,

whether cr not they are citizens of the cauntry?
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MASS IMMIGRATION OF UKRAINIANS AND SUBSEQUENT TOWS
OF POLITICAL EMIGRES

In this Bicentennial year of American independence, American Ukrain-

ians celebrate the centennial of the beginning of their ancestors' rass

immigration to this country.

It was in the late 1870's that thousands of poor peasants from the

western prcminces of Ukraine began to leave their country to settle in

the east coast states. Pennsylvania coal mines attracted same of the

first immigrants; others settled in Large cities like New York and Phila-

delphia. Some went to the midrwestern states of Michigan, Illinois,

Missouri, and. Minnesota.

In Pennsylvania, the Ukrainian miners settled in Shanty towns along

with other east Etropeans. The life and work in the mining towns were

their first experience in the process of Americanization. That experience

was hard, but in many ways rewarding. After a few years, immigrants re-

turned to their homeland; others settled permanently in the United States.

Churches, social halls, schools and cultural centers were established.

They started newspapers in their native language. They founded a number

of organizations, above all the fraternal ones--a kind of nonrprofit

insurance company and credit unions.

By the end of the 19th century Ukrainian Americans were a recognized

group in this country along with a score of others. At the turn of the cen-

tury they numbered more than half a million. Most of these Fre-1914 immi-

grants came from regions in the western Ukraine. Some parts, particularly

in the Carpattriannruntains, were almost depopulated, by this mass exodus.

Tbday there are more descendants from the western Carpatho-Ukraine, now a
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part c.,f Czechr:slavakia, living in America than there are in their old

homeland region.

The wave of mass immigraticri was stopped by Wbrld War I. In the

1920's and 1930's only a small number of Ukrainians came to the United

States. They were mostly refugees who fled fran political persecution

in the hareland.

In many cases they were individuals who were veterans of the Ukrain-

ian,Armywho had attempted to create an independent Ukrainian state between

1917-1920. They did not greatly increase the Ukrainian American population,

but added to it fresh ideas andlwinat it needed most, cultural and civic

leadership.

After librld War II a cakcaratively larger wave of political refbgees

re-ached;crican shores. These were people who fled the Russian Cbmmunist

armies. These refugees retreateduest as the GerMan armies withdrew and

temporarily settled in Germany and Austria as so-called "1110.P.'W displaced

persons. Fifty percent of them were members of the nidOle elmss and belonged

to the educated group, known in eastern EUrope as intaligentsia. Over

80,000 of these Ukrainians were permitted to come to America. Again they

have strengthened the existing Ukrainian community, injecting new life,

energy, and dedication to public activities. Presently, these people and

their children constitute the political and social leadership within the

Ukrainian American community.
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Suggested activities

Have the students ask their parents their country of origin and why

they or their ancestors emigrated to America. On a world map use colored

pins to indicate the place of origin and the varied times of arrival.

For those who were here before 1840 Blue

between 1840 - 1870 Green

1870 - 1924 Yellow

1925 - 1945 Pink

1945 - 1955 Red

1955 - 1976 Brown

Use different shapes to indicate the different reasons for emigration:

A Star - for economic reasons

Altiangle - for religious persecutions

A Square - for political persecutions

Ask the members of the class to explain the reasons for their family's

emigration to America. Gradually, the Children may begin to trace patterns

and see the correlations between the countries, periods of immigrations,

and the historical cuases for those migrations.

7:valuation

1. From what part of Ukraine did most of the Ukrainian immigrants to the

United States in the 19th century come?

2. Where did they settle in the United States? Can you think of any

reasons why they might have chosen these locations?

3. What types of institutions did Ukrainian immigrants establish for

themselves in the United States?
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4. Tb what group did many of the Ukrainian refugees after Wbrld War II

belong? What were their contributions to the Ukrainian community in

the United States?

Rev. Ivan Volyanskyj

First Ukrainian Catholic priest

in America

42
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Related topics: Ethnic grow: Ukrainians

Bandura Them: Relationship to

Duda homeland
sa_c__n

Trembita

TOPIC: UKRAINIAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Behavioral obi2ctive

The student should be able to

1. relate why the bandura is an important instrument to Ukrainians;

2. name at least one other Ukrainian folk music instrument.

How this topic relates to thetheme of multi-culturalism

Apeople carry with then into a new country needs and wants which

escape the careful eye of immigration officialc These longings and as-

pirations are not economic. They do not represent a massive "I want"

chorus. Rather, there seems to exist:within society a need for community,

for purpose amiumaning, for beauty and order. These collective needs

are frequently expressed and satisfied by the work of individual artists--

poets, painters, musicians. The artist may not consciously ask, "Ah, now

today what shall I create on behalf of my people?" But the work that the

artist creates represents not only the way he or she sees reality, but: alsc

the way their people view the world. If it were otherwise the artist and

the people would not be able to communicate with each other, and one would

not be able to act as spokesman for the larger group.

In the early days of human society folk art was a direct representa-

tion of these collective needs and fears. The cave drawings at 'Lascaux,

France, for example, painted about 15-20,000 years ago, axe brdeved to
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be the work of a group of artist-priests acting on behalf of the common

good. The "art" is an expression of the people's desire to propitiate

forces they did not understand and to seek their aid in obtaining food.

Other examples of folk art--dance, song, theater, weaving, embroidery,

sculptureL-originallY served similar soCial purposesto express joy or

thanks, to share grief, to record an important event.

As time passed these distincitive, unique acts became ritualized.

The memory of the original religious event receded, but often the words

and actions associated with the original event w..re continued. The

rii-uAlc endured because they combined grace and mystery, they were beau-

tiful to watch or pleasing to hear. They were emotionally and aesthetic-

ally satisfying to the members of the group.

in the United States today these old foik expressions have taken an

a new meaning. The original event which they celebrate and the reasons

for the ritual performance may have been forgotten', but the tradition it-

self is regarded as a vital symbol of the group's identity. Commercial

entertainment and the work of professional artists may both be more soph-

isticated. Television and mass education have broken down many of the old

barriers between groups. All the more reason then to retain the old way

of doing things as guideposts to help us know who we are.

Bridge questions

1. Can you give some examples of folk art in the United States today?

2. If folk art, in the traditicnal sense, seems in suCh short supply, can

you give some explanations for this shortage?

3. In what ways could folk art be encouraged--or is it such a natural

expression that it camot be slowed down or wpeeded up by outside forces?
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UKRAINIAN ICSICAL INSTPLIMENTS

Tikrainian folk art is rich and varied: embroidery, weaving, wood-

carving, ceramics. Particularly important to Ukrainian Americans are

their native songs and dances. Cne musical instrument, called the bandura

is very popular.

The bandura, the national rrusical instrument of Ukraine, is an open-

string instrument with 30 to 60 strings ranging through five octaves.

Shaped asynetrically, the bandura is a little over three feet in length

and about a foot and a half wide across the.hody. The stringswhich ex-

tend along the neck are used for bass accomaninent; the shorter, treble

strings are stretched over the main part of the instrurrent. Holding the

bandura on his knees, the musician strikes the strings with his fingertips

thus producing an emphatic but gentle sound reminiscent of the lute and

harp.

The bandUrist, traditionally always a man, was chief entertainer as

well as an influential educator of the masses, especially during the Kozak

period. Usually a veteran Nozak, the bandurist travelled from town to

village to hamlet singing to the accompaniment of the bandura, his poetic

'dumy' about ancient and re-mat:heroic deeds. He thus preserved and

passed on the nation's history and folklore.

In modern times, young waren have become increasingly interested in

the art of handura.playing which is now very popular with Ukrainians, es-

pecially young UkrainimAmericans.

Other musical instruments include the tsymbaly (dulcirer) typically

used at weddings; the rih (horn), a shepherd's instrument and the duda or

Koza Opagpipes) made of goat skin and a variety of flutes.
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Unique among these instruments in the trembita, a long trumpet-

like instrument indigenous to the Hutzul region in the Carpathian Moun-

tains. Made of a single piece of mood 2 to 2.5 meters in length, cut

and hollowed out and wrapped with birch bark. The trembita produces a

sad muffled sound and is played solo on high pastures or in groups at

funerals awl folk festivals.

Source: Materials published by U.N.W.L.A.

Young girls ;11 Ukrainian folk costumes

playing *bandura
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Suggested activities

1. Ask the students to dra4 and cut out paper puppets in foik costumes

of differentcountries. TW.26 the children that you want to put on

a play called R11 ic Island. &plain to the class that Rllic Island

yes for a long time a place throughwhich irmigrants passed. Select

two children to play the role of American immigration officers who

have to decide if the puppet-inrnigrants should get a permit to enter

the United States. Standard questions which the officers ask are:

- Why do you want to come to Americai

- What skills do you have and how are you going to earn your living

here?

- What will you do with your costume in America?

Discuss with the students the reasons for letting or not letting the

puppet-inmigrants to enter the United States. Also discuss with the

students if the folk costumes should be kept or totally discarded by

the immigrants. If the costumes were to be discarded, what would be

the loss? Point out that all folk costumes are beautifully ornamented,

harmonious in color composition and adopted to different climates and

life styles.

2. You can have a project in teaching the students how to.make a folk

art object, e.g. Christmas straw ornaments, painted Easter eggs, Kara-

giozi puppets, etc. I:wit:tic:tic= on how to make these things are In-

cluded in the materials under different groups of the project.

-
Evaluation

1. What is a bandura?

2. Instat peric4 of Ukrainian history was the bandura especially important?



3. What other Ukrainianrausical instruments do you know?
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Easter Theme: Relationship to

Folk art homeland

Behavioral obdective

The student dhauld be able to

1. describe the making of a Ukrainian Easter egg.

EASTM WIGS

Many ancient civilizations have built an elaborate cult around the

egg, the symbol of life in world mythology. in akrainian mythology and

folklore the egg is also the embodiment of the life principle; it has

deep meaning in mythical and religious ceremonies dating to the earliest

times. During the pagan Festival of Spring eggs were decorated with

special symbols and colors which made them powerful talismans against

evil as well as magical good luck charms. They were cherished in every

household and the secret family method of their preparation enviously guarded

and passed from mother to daughter through the ages.

With the coming of Christianity the egg acquired a new significance.

In addition to nature's rebirth, it now also represented man's spiritual

renaissance. The richly decorated Easter egg formed an integral part of

the Christian service ocamemorating the resurrection of Christ. Blessed

by the priest in church it bemn-e a religious memento and to this day it

remains the svrifixii-of the Ukrainian Easter, as well as a work of art.

The krashanka (from noun 'kraska' or 'color') and the pysanka (stewing

from 'pysaty' or 'to write') are the two most extensively used forms of
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Easter eggs in Ukraine. The krashanka is a hard7boiled egg dyed in a solid

radiant color and is meant to be eaten. The pysanka, on the other hand, is

decorated by the ancient batik or wax resist method where the ornament.is

actually written on the rmw egg in wax and successively dyed in several

brilliant colors.

The mosaic-like design of the pysanka is derived mainly from geo-

metric, plant and animal motifs each elment of which was originally a

'symbol. Now we understand the meaning of only a few of these, the rest

being lost in the oblivion of time. The numerous lines, meanders and

spirals having no beginning or end, characterize eternity. The oak leaf

speaks of Rerun, the pagan god of thunder and lightningwhile the rooster

and the eight-pointed star.represent the Sun-god Atar. The rosettes,

tripods and crosses are solar signs. Another often repeated rotif.is the

particularly expressive tree oflife.

thristianity gave a new dirension to these pagan signs and added

many of its own symbols such as the fish, the church, the Christian cross.

Although the basic elements of the design are relatively few, their skill-

ful and fraginative combination on the oval surface of the egg produces

myriads of delightfully different andrnmmtlgful pysanky.

Regarding the pysanka as a form of artistic expression, one can only

Norval at the exceptionally high aesthetic sense of the Ukrainianwoman

through the ages.



PYSANKA

To make a "pysanka" - a Ukrainian Easter egg, you will need:

a cand

contallers with
egg colorings a spoon

41,a design on
white surface

fresh eggs

41

ube-pen natur
bee-wax

Step I

Put a bit of bee-wax into a tube-pen and-melt it over the

candle flame. Take an egg and draw lines of the basic

design of your "pysanka", starting with the lines which

would divide the egg into halves and quarters. Then

proceed drawing other lines with melted wax. The waxed

surface will not take colors. It will stay white or

any other color upon which the wax was applied. Be

careful not to drip wax on the egg surface. It will

cause blots.

Step 2

Immerse the waxed egg into the container with the lightest

color.

Step 3

After the egg is colored scoop it out of the container

with a spoon and carefully wipe tt dry with a tissue paper.

Step 4

Repeat Step 1 waxing those parts of the egg where you

want to retain the color you have. Repeat Step 2 and 3.

was design on yellow surface

5 2



wax design on
yellow surface
in green color

Step 5

Keep repeating steps 1. 2 and 3, each time putting the

egg into a container with a darker color than the previous

one.

Step 6

When you have finally reached the end of your design), put

the egg into the darkest color) usually maroon or black.

Step 7

To remove wax7 hold the egg to the side of your candle flame

and wipe away the wax with a tissue paper as it melts.

Never hold the egg to the top of the flame. This will

darken the surface and discolor the egg.

NOTE:

The typical colors used in Ukrainian Easter egg design

are whitel yellow, red, rust7 blackr and Ispringlyi

green. To apply green color, dip small brush or a

toothpick into the green color (or blue. if you will

apply it to the yellow surface) and apply to the areas

designated for that color. Pat dry with a tissue and

cover with wax before dipping it into the next color.

Also. you may want to sketch the design first on paper
wax design on .-..rance

orange surface in colors. You may even want to trace the lines with -e

pencil on the egg surface. In that case do not erase

the lines on the egg or the colors will not take evenly.

And now. try to copy the design of the "pysanka"

we have provided for youl

wax design on red surface before it is put into black color. 53



Related topics:

Folk theater
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Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Ilene: Relationship to
homeland

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. describe typical Ukrainian Christmas puPpet shows called mOartep."

UKRAINIAN =SIMS PUPPET THEATER
"VERTEP"

"Vertep" may sound strange to you, but to many Americans of Ukraim-

Lan descent it is a fad:Wu:word. As students they may have prepared

Christmas plays which were staged in their parochial or Saturday schools

or other Ukrainian facilities. It is an old traditional CRrainian Christmas

entertainment: which in the Ukraine had its beginnings in the seventeenth

century. According to scholars, it was probably founded and the plays for

it written by students of the Kievan Academy. Eventually it was taken over

and popularized throughout the country by wandering teachers, minstrels,

deacons.and traveling theater troups.

The puppet theater consisted of a miniature two-storied structure and

puppets were made out of wood and dressed in appropriate clothes. 'Each

puppet had a wire attached to one leg-_and in this way the puppeteer was

able to control the dolls' mcmements leading it back and forth via the ver-

tical and horizontal grooves cut out in the floors of the structure.

The play consisted of two separate acts that were thematically uncon-

nected. The first act was religious in theme and didactic-in character:
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in it we see the shepherd and the Thrna Rings who come t..3 visit the new

born Christ. They sing and rejoice in his birth. This part of ttla act

takes place in the.upper floor. There is also a scene with weeping Rachel

whose child was killed by the order of Ring Herod. Rachel curses the

Ring, and he dies and the devil takes his soul and body int:. hell.

The whole of the second act took place on the lower floor and con-

sisted of short humorous scenes that were intended to amuse the viewer.

Although the various short scenes of the second act do not constitute a

tightly knit act, they do gravitate around one personage who is not given

a specific name, just called "the Kozak" (Zaporazhets').

In Ukrainian folklore there are many legends about Kozak Mamai who

was a great warrior, defender of freedom and honor, and who always appeared

at a very critical moment in a battle and saved the day. It is prObably

upon this semi-legendary folk-hero that the role of "Rozak" in the puppet

theater is based. In the play even the "Rozak" doll is always made larger

than the others. Ea wears a Kozak uniform, carries a bandura (Ukrainian

folk instrument) atei smokes a pipe. In a very long monologue he speaks cf

the glorious past of Ukraine when the people were free and independent.

The short sceoes of the second act show us a variety of negative char-

acteristics of man, i.e., cowardice, greediness, etc. The scenes change

rapidly and in them people lie, Cheatl.trick each other, argue, fightall

for the purpose of bringing out t:he comic element in such behavior. The

"Rozak" is above all this. Although he may pretend to be fooled, he does

so only to get a hearty laugh out of it. He conquers all who wish him ill,

even the devil. In the "Kozak" the viewers saw the heroic past of Ukraine.

'lb them he was the eternal defender of Ukraine's freedom and religion.
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Both acts wexe accompanied by choir singing, duets, solos and instru7-

mental ensembles which consisted of a violin, cymbals; a flute and a drum.

The "Kozak" plays his bandura and sings old epic songs. He and the others

also dance.

,Euxing the Christmas holiday, students wouldwander from house to

house, from town to town, village to village with the.puppet theater and

give performances.

Text prepared by Lubow Wolynetz

UNWIA collection
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Sculpture Theme: Contributions

TOPIC: A IMAM-IAN MCIST IN AMERICA

Behavioral objective

The student dhould be able to

1. identify Alexander Archipenko;

2. relate the significance of Archipenko's sculpture to modern art.

HVK this topic relates to the theme of nulti-culturalism

Shakespeare compared the different stages in the life of an individual

to the career of an actor who played many different parts in a lifetime.

But we also know that even in one day the individual has many parts to

play. The individuals in your class assume the role of student, but they

are also brother or sister, son or daughter, nephew or niece, friend or

stranger. Some of their roles are also played by their teal:hex:who may

have additional roles000k, dressmaker, union member, lover, graduate

student or homeowner. Sometimes the roles are in conflict; the mature

individual knows which roles are most important and is able to adjust the

conflicting demands.

lanigrants and their descendants, like Shakespeare's actors have per-

formed varied roles in American society. Often the newcomers suffered from

the stigma frequently attached to newcomers. As they made the transition

from Old Whrld to New Wbrld, they were forced to make choices.

Same retained all their former ways and made no changes. Some did

just the oppositedenied their ethnic heritage and completely accepted the
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American way. Still others successfully combined both the traditional

and American culture. They became effective, participating members of

two communitiesone a creation of the New Wbrld, the other a product

of the Old Wbrld traditions and loyalties.

Bridge questions

1. Can you list the reasons why someone would not want to change their

traditional ways of doing things--their reli.gim, language and values?

2. List the reasons why someone might wish to do the oppositeabandon

all of their old ways of doing things.

30 How difficult or easy would it be to attempt to combine both the old

and the new? What advantages might there be in such a canbination?

What disadvantages?

Alexander

Archipenko

(1887-1964)
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A MUD-FAMOUS UKRAINIAN ARTIST IN AMERICA

By far the most famous Ukrainian who ever lived in the United States

for an extended period of time was the sculptor Alexander Archipenko.

He was born in Riev the capital city of Ukraine, ir 1887. His father was

a professor of engineering at the local university. It is franhim that

Archipenko inherited a life-long passion for science. But luring a pro-

longed childhood illness, which kept him bedridden for over a year, he

discovered in himself a still stronger calling--an irrepressible artistic

talent. In away, he remained faithful to his earlier interest, while

yet practicing art all his life. His love and knowledge of science is

evident in all his sculpture: not only in intricate forms, which he born.

rowed from botany and zoology, but also in his exciting experimentation

with materials and techniques.

Archipenko was briefly enrolled at the Riev Art Academy; dissatilified

with his professors, he went to Russia to study at a Moscow art school. But

the artistic life in neither capital was rich enough for him. He was

dismissed from the Moscow school for calling his profs:Gars old-fashioned

granddaddies of art. But Archipenko decided to turn this setback into an

advantage: he went to Paris, then ;:he art capital of the world. In a

city where there were probably more artists than grocers in the first decade

of our century, the twenty-one-year old Archipenko made a name for himself

almost overnight. By 1910 he was known well enough to'establish a success-

ful private art school on his reputation alone. But it was four years later,

in 1912 that he gained world-mide fame.

He became a celebrated artist at twenty-five not only because he was

uncommonly talented but also because he was commonly inventive, approaching
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sculptural problems in the cool, methodical way of a scientist. ln a

large Paxisian exhibitian of 1912, where young geniuses like Picasso and

Braque also exhibited, Archipenko startled the art world withhold tech-

nical innovations in sculpture. Some of his work, for example, was done

in acrylic, a transparent, plastic-like material. Its flexibility, as

opposed to glass, allowed the sculptor to work in large forms, then quite

new and suited much more to industry than to art. He also showed examples

of something he called sculpto-painting. Traditional sculpture is made of

a single substancestone, metal, wood, clay, sometimes even ice, butter,

or cbeese. Archipenko decided to make sculptures of miamdmaterials: a

part of a single sculpture he would make of glass, another of aluminum,

stilt. another of papier-mache. He then painted some portions of him

sculpture in different colors, while leaving cthers hare. What is more,

he executed paintings in oil on canval the way a painter does, and then

glued the painted canvases onto parts of his sculpture. Be also painted

designs and abstract forms dire ly on the glass and woml parts of a

sculpture. If you follow contemporary art, you know that suuh '"mixed-

media" sculptures are now done by sculptors all over the world. Artists

using this technique are all indbted Archipenko.

, Later, he was to invent still more advanced technical devices. He

would make a hollow sculpture of semi-transparent acrylic, and then illum

inate it from the inside by a small colored electric bulb: the light gave

the work a mysterious inner glow. .He was also the first to attach elec-

tric motors to sculptures in order to make them rrove incessantly. All

this is so popular today that it is used even by commercial and industrial

designers. In the 1920's it was unheard of.
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Nbt only the materials but the forms of his sculptures shocked visi-

tors of the 1912 exhibition. All his life he like to re-embody the human

figure. But nobody had ever seen the human body quite the way Archipenko

saw it. Clean, cool and graceful, almost impersonal, and only remotely

resembling a real body, his human shapes immediately became the talk of

the art world. Those who knew something about art history noticed that

Arobipenko had been influenced by ancient Egyptianwall paintings and

statuary. What French critics found a little more difficult to detect,

however, was the tremendous influence of ancient Ukrainian traditions

upon his art, particularly the five-thousand-year old statues of the god-

dess Earth Mother, excavated on Ukrainian territories and subsequently

referred to in history books as Steppe Venuses or Steppe Nedonnas. Ardr-

ipenko himself liked to recall those childhood days when his father's friend,

an archeologist and expert on such statues, took him to excavation sites

and let him admire all the newly found treasures.

Many critics scoffed. Popular magazines made silly jokes and pub-

lished even sillier Cartoons. But those who believed in the future saw

that they had to do with a genius. The great French poet, Gbillaume

Apollinaire, wrote three essays about Archipenko's work, while another poet,

Blaise Cendrars, celebrated the new sculptor in a poem For Archipenko's

technical innovations alone, perceptive critics called him the Einstein of

art. The 1912 exhibition mode the young sculptor so famous that a year

later his work was shown in the first imortanteadlibition of modern art in

the Uhited States, known in the history of American culture as the New York

Armory Show.

The rest was a smooth road to ever greater success. ln 1921 Archipenko

went to Berlin, established an art school there, then left. He left in
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order to fulfill the dream of his youth-to live in America. Archipenko

came to the United States not as a poor immigrant to work in a factory or

a coal mine, but as a famous artist, invited and eagerly awaited by the

American art world. Long before that move, he wrote: "America is the

land where great art of the future will be produced. Ameri!= fires my

imagination more than any other country."

ln New York Archipenko established another art school. He moved for

a short time to C*Iifornia, then spent two years in Chicago where, of

course, he establiShed still another art school. This habit of founding

art schools wherever he went shows his great love of young people and an

eagerness, uncommon in artists, to share with others all that he himself

knew. Ma 1939 he aeisgned, and practically built all by himself, a magu

nificent house in Wbodstock, New York among lovely forest-covered hills.

There he settled permanently. He was very famous and fabulously wealthy

when he died in 1964, at the age of seventy-seven. But wealth, fa]me, and

old age did not prevent him from working. In fact, he died three days

after: finishing a huge sculpture of Ring Soloman, which critics regard as

one of his nest works. So you see that not only did, he not stop working,

but he never stopped growing.

Mmmediately upon arrival in thiS country, Archipenko established con-

tact with Ukrainian immigrants and rraintained it throughout his life here.,

He liked simple people and regretted that notmany among them applmciated

his experimental art. He wrote wittily: "Art is for all people, but

unfortunately, not all people are'for art."

6 4
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Suggested activities

Ask the children to name different professions, occupations, or arts

that have been important in American society. They can write them in

their notstrooks or you can put their suggestions on the blackboard in one

column. Ask the children if they know any outstanding individuals that

they can identify with the categories in the first Oolumn.

EValuation

1. Where was Archipenko born?

2. Uhy is he an important artist2

3. What were his attitudes tomardAmmica?

Archipenko's sculpture in Ukrainian Pavillion

at the World's Fair in Chicago 1933
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Relates: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

General Ttrchin
Civil war
Nicolas Sudzilowski-Russel
Hawaiian territory

Theme : Contributions

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. describe the involvement of General Turchin in the American Civil

War;

2. relate same of the adventures of Nicolas Sudzilowski-Russel in America.

AIDVENTMERS FRa4 UKRAINE

Nany Americans know the names of the Polish-Arrerican general Thaddeus

Kosciusko who took part in the American Revolutionary Wer; the German-born

scientist, Werner von Braun, who helped develop the American space program;

or the Russian-born novelist, Alexander Nabokav. But the names of John

TUrchin and Nicolas Sudzilowski-Russel are not well known to the American

public.

In their own way, however, these two Ukrainians made important con-

tributions to American life. Also because of their background and color-

ful personalities, they left a unique imprint on the people, places and

events they were involved with.

General TUrchin commanded the 19th Illinois regiment of the United

States volunteers during the Civil War. Born in 1822 on the Eastern out-

skirts of Ukraine, he had been a colonel in the Mmperial Army of Russia

and had distinguished himself in Crimean War between a EUropean coalition
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and Russia. He had also designed and supervised the construction of

fortifications in the Baltic region of Etrope.

Because of his opmsition to the Czarist regime, Ttarchin left the

Russian empire in the 1850's and settled ia Chicago. He was employed

by the Central Illinois Railroad whose legal counsel at that time was

Abraham Linco3,1 The two men became friends. After Lincoln was elected

President of the United States, the Illinois Governor Yates offered

TUrchin the command of the 19th Illinois volunteers regiment. During

the Civil War Ttrchin and his regiment participated in a number of camp-

paigns. A, pexticularly memorable actian in TUrchin's career occured on

the night of September 17th, 1861, when he was assigned the task of

rescuing victims of a mdlitary train which crashed from the bridge in

Hbron, Indiana. His wife Nadia participated as a nurse in this and other

actions. TUrchin liked his soldiers and they liked him. ln fact, because

of his tolerant attitudes to the soldiers in the field, he was reprimanded

by his superiors. After the Civil War the TUrchins lived in Chicago and

in Radon, Illinois, where the general died in 1901.

Nicolas Sudziladski-Russel left the Russian EMpire for America in

1887. He was a physician by profession, a revolutionary by conviction,

and a world traveler by avocation. He did not want to stay under the

oppressive czarist regime, since he believed that it would be more viable

to fight the Russian autocracy outside the country itself. A champion of

absolute freedom, equality and justice for nEn, Sudzilowski looked toward

America as the center of Ntstern democracy. Already in 1860's when he

was still a student in the University of Kiev, Sudzilowski and

som friends founded the "American Circle," with the view of one day es-

tablishing an agricultural commune in America.
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After long travel in such EUropean countries as Rumania, Bulcaria

and England, where he had engaged in anti-czarist activities, Sudzilowski

came to California and immediately became involved in Awerican political

life changing his name to Russel. He got a job as an American consular

official n the Caribbean Islands. Later, in 1890, he settled in Hawaii.

Mere Russel practiced nedicine and continued his political activities.

He Bounded the Independer Party whose ainiwas to represemt the interests

of the native pcpulati6n. He was elected senator, and in 1900, he briefly

served as president of the Hawaiian Senate. Russel used his authority as

an Hawaiian politician to aid compatriots from Ukraine. He helped some

thirty Ukrainian families to settle on Hawaiian plantations in 1900's.

But Russel's restless character soan drove him to further travel and

adventures. During the Russo-Japanese War he journeyed to Japan, %dm-re he

became active among the Russian prisoners of war, giving medical aid and

preaching revolutionary itiPaq. He spoke at meetings, contributed to news-

papers, wrote theoretical Pamphlets on political and humanitarian issues,

all the while attacking the Russian regime.

After his Japanese adventures, Sudzilcwski-Russel decided to stay in

the Far East. He refused to return to his homeland after the COmmunist

Revolution, since the new social experiement in Ukraine and Russia was

not the kind of society he had Bought for all his life. Instead, he seb-

tied in China where he died in 1930--a lonely, abandoned old reformer and

revolutionary. With him died his noble dream of universal and utopian

freedam and of a worldmide socLety rased on egalitarian justice.
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians .

Eastern EUropean history Theme: Relationship to

The Kozaks homeland

TOPIC: UKRAUMN HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. name two successful periods in Ukrainian history;

2. discuss same reasons that Ukraine lost its independence at various

times in history;

3. discuss why the independence issue is so important to tkrainians.

How this topic relates to the theme of multi-culturalism

If you travelled about the world and asked different people the

meauing of their' group's name, there would be a surprising degree of

similarity. The Eskimo, the Cheyenne, the Sioux, the Bantuin every

case the word the people use to describe themselves neans "the people"

or "the first people." Of course they are aware of the fact that many

other people inhabit the earth, but they tend to believe that there is

something special or different about themselves. They are aware of their

own, separate identity as a people, speaking the same language, sharing the

same traditions and values. They are different fran others. Sometimes

this difference is a source of pride, sometlmes a cause for grief: an old

Sioux 'noly man once described the great numbers of white people who came

into his territory as "'mare numerous than the leaves upon the trees." But

the number of people in each group was less important than the fact that
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they represented two different traditions, with very different values.

This "sense of the past" is sometimes described as an "historical con-

sciousness."

:Ike the simpler concept of "roots" an historical consciousness pro-

vides a people with a sense of their collective past. Usually they regard

their origins as being particularly blessed or favored by God or the Fates.

They havt engaged in titanic struggles with:nighty foes and have triumphed.

Sometimos their numbers have increased; sometimes their numbers have re-

mained small. Tb keep their society intact institutions have been establish-

ed which carefully set down proper rules of Conduct for the individual,

the family, the clan, the tribe, and the nation as a whole.

Historical consciousness is not limited to families and tribes. The

great nation-states of western Europe have even more developed a myth of

their uniqueness, and greatness, as a people. This national self-awareness

has acted as a spur to immense worldly acomplishrents--piling up military

victories, material wealth and cultural splendor. While many vital differ-

ences in values and traditions exist among them, 16th century Spain and

Holland, 17th and 18th century France and England, and 19th century Germany

have aLl exhibited the national belief that destiny was being worked out

through the agency of their particular group. In this sense an historical

consciousness combined a perception of the pastwith a blueprint for the

future: people who knewiMbere they had been also kneawhere they were

going.

In modern times this sharp sense of the past is sometimes regarded

as quaint, or as an anachronisrnsarething no longer fit or appropriate to

this age of pexsonal liberty and ease of access t7, information or travel.
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In a mobile society where status rises and falls swiftly within one

generation such concepts as historical consciousness do not always seem

relevant. But it has proved to be more than a retrospective world view.

In the case of some ethnic groups it has held the people together in the

face of holocaust and unprecedented pexsecution. ln a time of troubles,

as well as in times of joy, knowledge of the past has helped than sun-

vive till the morrow.
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UKRAINIAN HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Students often think of histac, ;,,r, having to memorize a lot of

dates and names. But dates, names and events are really not what history

is all about. History is remembering something from the past which is

important for us today and which will help us to underslandourmelves

tomorrow. The good times of the past are often called in history glorious

or golden ages, and the bad times are war years, Barligno=pations,

slavery.

There are several such high points.in Ukrainian history. In the

Middle Ages Ukraine, then called Kievan Rus, was a powerful and wealthy

state. Its.capital, the.city Kiev (Kyiv), located ori the Dnieper (I0nipro)

River, served as an important trade center. liblodymyr the Great, who

introtataxiamistianity to Ukraine in 988, and his successor Yaroslav

the Wise, who codified the laws of the country and built magnificent cath-

*edrals in several Ukrainian cities, are the two most outstanding rulers

of that period. But internal strife and the invasion of Asian armies

undermined the strength of the state. And so in the fifteenth century the

only surviving institutian from the Kievan period was the Orthodox Church.

But even the church grew weak: while it was under heavy attack fran

Latin Catholic Poland, it did not find support from the other Orthodox

countries in Eastern Ek3rope.

When Poland occupied most of Ukraine at the beginning of the fifbeenth

century, Ukrainian peasants were forced into serfdom. Nbblemen also lost

many rights and fr-adcms. Members of the Ukrainian nobility had to change

their religion from Orthodox to Catholic if they wanted to preserve their

civil rights and property. Such oppression forced many peasants and
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noblemen to flee to the eastern prairie-steppes, wasted and depopulated

by the Asian armies. On an island in the.Dnieper (Dnipro) River those

refugees built a large fortress, repeatedly defeated the invaders from

Asia, and in time made the prairie-steppes safe for habitation. They

began to call themselves Kozaks.

Sometime at the end of the sixteenth century, at the time that the

first colonizers arrived in North. America, a new glorious pemiod began

for Ukraine. The freedom-Ioving Eozaks inspired a successful national

uprising against Poland in 1648, under the leadership of BohdanIthaelnytsJoy

(kblual-cit=ski). Ktuelnytsky thought that Russia, another Orthodox

Christian nation, would help him in his war against Catholic Poland.

And so he concluded a treaty with Russia in 1654. But the Russian czar

betrayed Khrrelnytsky: under the pretext of defending Ukraine from the

Poles, Russian troops actually occupied the country. At the time that

Amemica proclaimed its independence from Britain, the Russians totalW.

suppressed the Kozak State; to assert her danination over Ukraine, the

Empress Catherine I/ ordered the Kozak fortress on the Dnieper (flniptro)

River to be leveled to the ground.

Along period of foreign occupation and political sUbjugation followed.

Ukraine was partitioned between Russia and Poland, and later the Austro-

Hungarian Empire also claimed a large portion of its territory. But the

memory of freedom did not fade in Ukrainian hearts even. under the harsh

conditions of political and cultural oppression.

In the nineteenth century the Russians tried to suppress the Ukrainizul

language altogether. They forbade Ukrainian instruction in the schools of

the country, and put a ban on the publication of Ukrainian books.
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Taras Shevchenko, the foremost Ukrainian poet of the nineteenth century,

was exiled to Siberia because he wrote his poems in Ukrainian.

The First Wbrld War sparked high hopes for independence. Between

1918 and 1920 an Independent Ukrainian Republic was proclaimed. But

without support of foreign allies, there was no chance for it to sur

vive. The Rmssians occupied the eastern part of Ukraine, Poland took

the western part, and C2echoslovakia, Hungary, and Rilmania got smaller

segments of its territory.

But no matter who rules Ukraine, or in what country Ukrainian

emigrants live, the dream of freedom and an independent Ukraioian state

is the first priority among their concerns for their homeland.

Taras Sheychenko and his American frield. Ira Alridge

7 5
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Suggested activities

Ask the students to write a family 1:1(.:tnry covering three genera-

tions--their grandparents, parents and thumselves. They should note where

their fami/y has lived, what language they spoke at home, what schools

they went to, what kind of jobs they etc. Then ask them how this

knowledge of their family's history effects their ideas about themselves.

Do they desire to continue or abane.a.m the life-styles of their ancestors?

Sow does this knowledge of the famd's past affect their plans for the

future?

Evaluation

1. Identify too periods in histn...7 ;11 aine was an independent

state.

. What is the situatim of Ukraine today?

3. Mmagine that your country has basn occupied by a foreign power amd

that your language and ,..41-3.9:on have been officially forbidden.

How would you react?
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Eastern European history
The Kozaks
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Ethnic Ukrainians

Theme: Relationship to
homeland

BehavibralobjezItive

The stmdent sh:J141 re able to

1. define the term Kozak;

2. explain why Khcelnytsky's treaty with Czar Alexis was disadvantageous

to Ukraine;

3. speculate on the reasons that the United States TIMX1 its independence

from England relatively easily, while Ukraine is still in captivity.

UKRAINE'S ASPIRATIONS TO FREEDCM

The great French writer and philosopher of 18th century, Vbltaire,

wrote: L'Ukraine toujcurs aspiree a liberte (Ukraine always aspired to

freedom.). This statement illustrates the sense of Ukrainian history and

the aspirations of the Ukrainian nation.

Ukrainians lOst their indepuldence in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries when Asian Mbngols repeatedly invaded their land. Since then,

they have faced the various foreign powers ruling their land with a spirit

of opposition and revolt. Ukraine's Western neighbors profited from the

fact that the Mongol invasion weakened the country. Between the fourteenth

and the sixteenth centuries Lithuanians and Poles ruled the land. But

Lithuanians soon lost control over Ukraine, and only the Polish occupation

remained. The Ukrainian people formed an army of their own to defend

their land both against further Mongol invasions and against the aristo-
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acetic Polish rule. These Ukrainian warriors called themselves Kozaks.

They defended their native land and their Christian Orthodox faith from

the pagan Mongols and the Roman Catholic Poles. Many writers described

the courageous campaigns of the Kozaks. Among then was Nicholas Gogol,

who wrote his splended novel Tares Bulba about a Kozak leAdgm and his two

sons.

The first half of the 17th century SW many Kozak uprisings against

the Poliah rulers. In 1648 Hetman Hohdan 107relmrtsky waged war on the

Poles who occupied Ukraine. Hetman, by the way, is the Ukrainian 1.0nrd for

a Kozak leader. Ehmelnytsky's campaign was crowned with success: he ban-

ished the Poles beyond the borders of Ukraine and established the Ukrainian

Kozak state. Tb protect the new state fram further harassment by the

Poles, Ehmelnytsky concluded a treaty with the Russian Czar Alexis. Since

the Russian nation was of the Orthodox faith, Khrelnytsky hoped that it

would be sympathetic to the Ukrainian cause. Russia at that time was not

a strong Etropean power; but it was already beginning to build an Empire

on its own. Ukraine became its first victim. Slowly but surely the

Czarist armed forces penetrated Ukraine's borders and occupied much of the

territory.

Avery able Ukrainian Hetman, Ivan Nezepa, finally attempted to lib-

erate Ukraine from Russia. He looked for allies in the West to help him

in this undertaking. The Swedish King Charles XII agreed to fight on his

side. ln 1709 the Russian Ctar Peter I defeated Nezepa and the Swedes

near the Ukrainian city of Poltava. This defeat sealed the fate of Ukraine

for several centuries. The Russian C2ars moved to suppress Ukrainian

autonomy; the Ukrainian Ebzak army, for instance, was dissolved in 1775.
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In the nineteenth century, when armed resistanc ame imoossible,

Ukrainians cantinued their struggle for independence --. rah the sword

but with the pen. They went about creating great works of literature and

social thought, in which Ukraine was being proclainEd as a distinct natian

with aspirations to liberty and democracy. The great Ukrainian poet, Taras

Shevchenko (1814-1861), for instance, hoped for a Ukrainian "Washingtan

who would bring a new and righteous law" to his land.

Finally in 1917, Ukrainians realized their dream of freedom and

independence. But the Ukrainian National Republic was only short-lived.

Ukrainians were forced to fight against Enssians, Poles and other aggres-

sors. The struggle of Ukrainians for national liberation went on during

INbrld War II against the Nazi occupation, and continues now against

Cdmmunist Russia. Yokang intellectuals, writers and workers are presently

in jails and concentration camps because they aspire to the same ideAlg for

which Ehmelnytsky, Mazepa, Shevchenko and the soldiers of Ukrainian armies

in 1917-1920 fought.

The Ukrainian struggle continues.
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Eastern EUropean history
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Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Theme: Relationship to
honeland

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. distinguish between the Eastern and the Western part of Ukraine;

2. explain the policies of the Austro-Hungarian and the Russian EMpires

toward Ukrainians;

3. discuss the advantages of a unified Ukraine, even if it is not at

this time fully independent.

MCDERN UKRAINE: A NATION' UNTIED

When one hundred ./ears ago Ukrainians first set sail for the American

shores, their native land was torn between two mighty EMpires: the Austro-

Hungarian Empire occupied the smaller-Western section of Ukraine, while

Russia governed its much greater Eastern part. Mbst early Ukrainian immi-

grants came from the western part of Ukraine, since the Amstro-HUngarian

Empire had a sonewhatmore liberal immigration policy than did Russia.

The part of Ukraine which fell to the Austro-Hungarian Empire is

called Halychyna. The Austro-Hungarian govammantallowed the Ukrainians

living there some measure of autonomy. In the sphere of culture, Western

Ukrainians farelmuch better than did their brothers in the Russian Empire.

They had their own schools, publishing concerns and civic organizations.

In political life, however, the Austrian bureaucracy and local Polish nobil-

ita) did discriminate against them.
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But suCh discrimination, was truly mild in comparison to the situa-

tion of Ukrainians under Russia. The Russian government, Church and

society simply refused to recognize Ukrainians an autonomous nation.

Ukrainians were treated as "little Russians," which meant a regional

variety of the great Russian nation, rather than a separate entity.

Needless to say that such oppressive policies had to be enforced by

'severe police controls.

Wben the Revolution broke out in the Russian Empire in 1917, the

Ukrainian people got their first taste of freedom in about two hundred

years. Everything changed almost overnight. The Ukrainian language

was heard everywbere. The anonymous masses of peasants became conscien-

tious Ukrainian patriots. Ukrainians orjanized local councils, created

national military units, established political parties, and finally in

January 1918 proclaimed the Ukrainian National RepUblic as an independent

state. At the end of that year, Western Ukrainians proceeded to liberate

themselves fron the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Subsequently they established

the Western Ukrainian Republic. ln January 1919 the two Republics became

unified in a single Ukrainian state. But the united Ukrainian Repdblic

was destined to be ahort-lived. Neighboring countries like Soviet Russia,

Poland and others began to invade the Ukrainian territory and partition it

among themselves.

Ukrainians lost the war of independence and unification. As a re-

sult, four states divided the land among themselves in the following way:

1. The bulk of Eastern and Central Ukraine, with the country's r:api-

tal, Kiev, fell to Soviet Russians and became ?art of the Soviet

Union. That part is now known as Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republil
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2. Itistern Ukraine: with its centzoi city of Iviv, was incorporatL

into Poland. The struggle for liberation continued for two

decades in that region.

3. Small portions of Southr-Western territories were taken over by

Romania and Cteolloslavakia. It must be said that the C2echs were

more liberal toward Ukrainians than apy of the other occupants.

During Vbrld War II Ukrainians underimmtnrdny changes. In 1939-1940

the Ukrainian territories which had been under Poland and axnania were

taken over by the Red Army and became part of Ukrainian Soviet Republic.

The Czechoslavakian occupation was replaced by that of Hungary. But with

the outbreak of GermanrGoviet war, the Nazi troops invaded most of Ukraine.

This occupation, marked by the inhuman cruelty Of the Nazis, lasted until

1944.

In that year the Soviet Army expelled the Nazis, and Ukraine became a

Soviet Republic once again. In fact, the Soviet Union joined all Ukrainian

ethnic territories into a single Communist state. The nation finally be-

came united, although it is =till in captivity.

Ukraine i ncra the second largest European country. Economically, it

is a leading European power. It is represented in the United Nations. .

Ukrainians are proud of their status among EUropean states and they lodk

forward to their future with confidence. They hope one day to shake off

their enforced dependence on Russia and become a truly indepeniept and

peace-loving nation. Now that Ukraine is united, the prospect does not

seem at all remote.
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Related tapics:

Voluntary organizaticas
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Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Them: Cbntributions

TOPIC: UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONZ

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. tell why it is important for any ethnic grow to organize its cm-

munity life;

2. speculate on why a Ukrainian American fraternal insurance organiza-

tion would be interested in publishing a newspaper in the Ukrainian

language;

3. compare and.contrast the camnmity life of his awn ethnic group or

neighborhood to the Ukrainian community organizations.

How this topic relates to the theme of multi-culturalism

Mbre than three hundred years ago the English poet and preacher

John Donne wrote, "No man is an island, entire of itself." Every man

Donne 5al1, was a part of the continent, and if any par: of it was washed

away, he was diminished. At a time when tolerance was not a virtue, Donne

recognized what astronauts and cosmonauts have been telling us since 1957:

we live in one earthly community. We need one another.

But to live in community means to be dependent on others.and have

others depend an us. That is, we must be understanding of the needs of

others and therefore act in a responsible way. If we value living in the

society of other human beings, it is, first of all, because such an arrange-
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ment satisfies our human needs and provides us with an opportunity to

express ourselves as human beings. Nt want to live in a society wbere

have freedom to be ourselves, freedom to choose our goals in life,

and freedom to pursue those goals.

Different ethnic groups have slowly realized that one effective

method of preserving their newly won freedoms was through organized, com-

munity action.

;

Most Rev. Soter Ortynsky

First Ukrainian Catholic Bishop in America
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URRAINIAN COMMUNITY OIGANIZATIONS

The very word community implies social organization. What kinds of

social organization have the ethnic caratuni.ties in America develqped? Let

us take a look at one suah cargunity the Ukrainian immigrants in the United

States.

The Ukrainian immigrants who began to arrive in America in great num-

bers sametimes in the 1870'i were predcadmantly young men of peasant origin,

often illiterate, driven by poverty to seek better economic opportunities

in distant lands. They did not come here to stay. They planned to make

some money and return to their villages and families. But they soon dis-

covered that working and makirwmaney is not enough: man has to live in a

community, sharing his experiences with people of a similar background.

What they missed nost was their own church, since the church and the parish

had been the social center in their native village or town. Newer immi-

grants, who came to the United States to escape political oppression in their

own land, decided to make this country their permanent hare. They therefore

were eager to establish a more varied and lasting community life.

When the first Ukrainian Catholic priest, Father Vblyansky, arrived

in the United States in 1884, he began to organize the Ukrainian immigrants

into a community. He thus became the first community organiier and leader

of American Ukrainians. Within a year he built the first Ukrainian cath-

olic Church in America, in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania. He also founded the

first fraternal mutual aid society which served its makers the way insur,-

ance companies now do. From this first small group of people who banded

together for the purposa of helping each in times of need, grew the Ukrairr.

ian National Association. Tbday it is the largest Ukrainian fraternal
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association in the United States, serving over 30,000 members. Its

headiglarters is in Jersey City. The Ukrainian National Association pub-

lishes a Ukrainian c1ai1y newspaper Svoboda and gives financial support to

many cultural, educational and charitable activities. There are three

other fraternal crganizations establisknd by Ukrainian immigrants in this

country.

A, network of schools is another importar),: feature of Ukrainian cam-

munity life in the United States. These are a: .-',rparochial schools,

afternoon and Saturday language schools and Sunda:: - agious instruction

classes.

Other community organiza...r.is which have cc-t-o-xe the early

immigration period, seventy or years ago, are the choir:, dance

ensembles, bands, and amateur er troupes. Sports oiabs came into

existence somewhat later, but todkr they are widespread ia Ur:rainian comr-

munities.

In ethnic cammunities various organizations have a tendency to emerge

and disappe4r at a fast rate. Ukrainian organizations are no exception.

There were a number of political groups which were very active for awhile

and then disappeaxed intr thin air. A similar fate befell same youth orge:r-

izations. Between the two k-Porld wars, the Ukrainian Youth League of

North ;merica, for example, was a dynamic NI influential group. But it

disbanded after the Second Morld War. New Organizations, like the Ukrain-

ian Youth,Camping Association "Flast" (a UkrairZan ver7...:n of international

scouting), Ukrainian American Youth Association (SUM), and .1,,e Association

of American Youth of Ukrainian Descent (cpuy) i have taken its place.

libments organizations have played an im,?ortant role in the history of

88
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Ukrainians in America. The Ukrainian National Wars League of America

is the largest and oldest among them. They conduct Ukrainian nursery

sdhools and kindergartens, do charity work, rake their members conscious

of their ethnic heritage and encourage them to educate their children in

the Ukrainian cultural tladition.

Mile Ukrainian professionals and businessmen usually belong to

American professional and business organizations, they have also formed

their own ethnic associations. Physicians belong to the Ukrainian Medical

Association, engineers to the Ukrainian Engineers Association, and so on.

There are also UkrainianVeterans' Associatian, the Organizaton of

Ukrainian Writers in acile, Ukrainian Music Institute and many others.

All these organizations ere members of the Ukrainian Cangress Com-

mittee of America, known as UCCA, which was founded in 1941. The UCCA

serves as an "umbrella" organization, th wt:. is, it shelters all the other

Ukrainian groups.

Tb belong to a camraunityl-ans t associate with other people. The

Ukrainians in the United States keep in touch with each other in many

ways; from simply belonging to a parlsn, being insured in aUkrainian

associatian, 5.nd sending their cL'ldrev.- to Ukrainian s&ools, to joining

specialized clubs or associations where their special talents or inter-

ests can find an outlet, an Americaa Ukz-airian has many coport.a4ties tc

be an "in" person, instead of being left out. Nb mattert4hat: kind of

work you do and how much money you make, youwil% never fully en-joy what

is often called "the American dream" unless you associate Ath other

people. The early Ukrainian immigrants became aware cf. this fact very

quickly: that is why they started to organize their own oatimmitywhich has

not only survived, but has been steadily growing frau year to year.

8
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Suggested activities

Ask the children to look in the telephone book for the address of

Ukrainian organizations in Chicago. Children, divided into small groups

corzesponding to the number of organizations they have located, cduld

compose letters asking how these organizations serve the Ukrainian cum-

mumty. What are the key issues in the community at this time? How

does each group seek to resolve the conflicts they encounter? What kinds

of coalitions have they formed with other ethnic organizations to achieve

common goals?

Evaluation

1. In what period did the Ukrainian community start to be organized in

the United States?

2. Name at least three types of organizations popular among Ukrainian

Rrericans.

3. Eby do you think ethnic organizations are important to the ommumity?
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Ethnic neighborhoods
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EthnicIroup: Ukrainians

Them: Oontributions

Behavioral objective

The studsnt should be able to

1. discuss the author's proposition that ethnic neighborhoods add color

and vitality to the urban landscape of an American city;

2. describe the distinctive characteristics of a Ukrainian neighborhood;

3. compare or contrast a typical Ukrainian neighborbcod with an ethnic

neighborhood familiar to him.

THE UKRAINIAN COMBUNITY IN AN AMERICAN CITY

Ethnic neighborhoods are an essential part of every American city.

Such communities add color and vitality to our urban landscapes. In the

Northeastern and Mid7Western cities of the United States there are large

numbers of east and south European ethnic groups. Ukrainians belong to

the East European ethnic group. Let us visit a typical Ukrainian American

neighborhood. We will usually find it in a lower-middle-class area in

the vicinity of factories and shops. Here Ukrainians live alongside other

groups like Poles, Slovaks, Hungarians, and East-European Jews. For the

last tmerty years Latinos and Blazks share such, neighborhoods with East

EUropean imigrants.

What is particular about a Ukrainian neighborhood? It usually boasts

several Ukrainian churches: a Ukrainian Catholic Church, one for Crthodox

Ukrainians, and protestant churches of several denaninations. Both Catholic
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and Crthodox churches are built in several distinctive architectural styles,

usually Byzantine or Ukrainian Baroque.

Along the few main thoroughfares of such a neighborhood, you nan

find various ethnic stores: bookstores, gift shops, bakeries, sausage

shops, and restaurants. Quite a few shop signs are bilingual, in English

and Ukrainian, printed in the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets. On Saturdays

and Sundays you will hear mostly Ukrainian spoken in the streets.

The side streets of the neighborhood are lined with single-fam.

houses. TWo-or-three-family houses are also custemary. Only rarely will

you find a large apartment building. There is a lot of greenery in the

streets and backyards: Ukrainians like gardening and frequently grow

flowers in their yards. Homes and streets are clean and well-kept. Most

of the work around the house is, done by the owner. He takes pride in the

appearance of his property.

The Ukrainian neighborhood in Chicago is located in West TOwn, between

Western and Damen Avenues, and Division Street and Grand Avenue. A few

years ago, over half of the residents of West Tbwn were Ukrainians, and

the others were Poles, Italians, Slovaks, Hungarians and Germans. Tbday

Ukrainians make up about 30% of the population: many families have moved

to the sUburbs or other parts of the city. Mat is interesting, however, is

the fact that some families who had moved out to the suburbs are now, re-

turning to their old neighborhood. Those who live outside the neighborhood

often visit it to listen to a lecture, see a play, buy a book or attend

church. Fathers bring their children to the Ukrainian Saturday School and

Tethers shop for good ethnic food which will go into Sunday dinner. Satur-

day ia a lively day in the Ukrainian neighborhoed. There are Ukrainian
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neighborhoods in other parts of Chicago, but the one in Etst Town is by

far the largest. Altogether Ukrainians in the Chicago area have thirteen

churches, one all-dgy Ukrainian Catholic school, seven Saturday schools,

four youth centers, a museum, an art institute, two credit unions, and a

large number of shops, clubs, and organizations.

The Ukrainian neighborhood gives each Ukrainian an opportunity to

participate in community life. This is especially important for Children.

There is no other place like one's ethnic community for celebrations,

religious services, cultural and social entertainment, shopping, and even

gossiping. Incidentally, the Ukrainian neighborhood in Chicago has two

nicknames: Ukieland, called so by teen-agers, and Gossipville, called so

by the older generation. The non-Ukrainian knows it simply as the Ukrain-

ian Village.

BICEI41ttmanipti.
CELEBRATION

111/111111/11.-

American born Ukrainian youth celebrating the "'Tcentennial
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

World War I
Discrindrzalion in the Soviet Union

Theme: Relationsh.ip to
homeland

TOPIC: UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. explain why Ukrainians celebrate their Independence Day in the United

States when it is not celebrated in Ukraine;

2. discuss the problem of nationalities in the Soviet Union;

3. describe the ways of discrimination in the Soviet Union.

How this topic relates to the theme of nulti-culturalism

Ask the students what they think about the meaning of the 4th of

JUly celebrations. Are they important or trivial' Is their own birthday

celebration important or not? How is a nation's birthday different?

Does the celebration of our nation's birth help us to remember a vital

eventthe beginning of our independence and a new social order im our

country? How would we demonstrate our faith and belief in the political

principlez on which the American social order is based if we did not

celebrate annually the 4th of July? Surely, we would know that back in

.1776 America declared its independenm LLauBritieh rule, but is it not

possible that for some people the meaning of that event would be obscured

because they would never find time to pause and think about it? Having

a national holiday makes us all pause and remind ourselves that the free-

dom we have in America today was not always ours.
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There are many Americans who, besides pausing to celebrate freedom

on July 4th, also pause on other days: these are the days that iniepen-

dence or the Day of Freedom is celebrated in the country of their

ancestors. There is a double purpose in celebrating the independence day

of one's ancestral homeland. The individual beccmes aware of the univer-

sal values which unite that American person with the brotherhood of

mankind. It provides an opportunity to stop and celebrate the fact that

your roots in that distant country have added an extra dimension to your

personal life and have filled to a degree the basic human need of belonging.

Bridge questions

1. Discover what are the dates of independence day celebrations in Mexico,

Italy, and Greece.

2. Some nations do not.celebrate a day of national independence, but

have other holidays of great national importance. For example, find

out the meaning of Bastille Day in France. lihat event does it cele-

brate? How is the celebration carried out? Do French people living

outside of France celebrate the day?

3. Other nations have neither an independence day nor a holiday like it

which unites the entire nation in celebration. Ireland and England are

two examples. Can you think of others? How do you explain the absence

of such a holiday? How much of a difference does it make?

9 6
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UEMINIAN INDEPENDENc7 DAY

The Ukrainian Independence Dgy is celebrated on January 22. Other

ethnic groups in the United States celebrate the independence dgy of their

homeland together with the people who live there. Ukrainians in America

do not join the people in Ukraine to celebrate that dgy. Why? Because

at the present time Ukraine is not a free country; to celebrate Indepen

dence Day on January 22 would be considered a crime against the Soviet.State.

What does the date January 22 mean to Ukrainians? On that date in

1918 the government of the Ukrainian National Republic proclaimed that it

would resist any foreign occupation of Ukrainian lands amid any foreign

rule of the Ukrainian people. But for centuries Ukraine had been parti-

tioned among several foreign powers; Ukrainians had been persecuted and

denied their civil rights to speak and write in their own language and

practice their own religion. Needless to say, that alter proclaiming

its independence, Ukraine found it difficult to protect. Russia, a pow

erful country, refused to honor Ukraine's claim to freedcan. And so the

high hopes of liberation, inspired by the First INbrldIA.b.r, were crushed

and Russia again occupied Ukrainian territories. When the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics was formed in 1924, Ukraine became ane of its republics.

The President of the United States, Wbodrow Wilson, a uan who believed

in the freedom of all subjugated nations, somehow could not see Ukraine

as a separate nation, for centuries oppressed hy Russia and Poland. As

a result, the United States refused to support the cause of Ukrainian

liberation, while they helped such countries as Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,

and C2echoslavakia to gain freedom and independence.
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Little wonder that the period of Ukrainian independence was so brief:

it lasted only for two years, between 1918 and 1920. Those two years,

nevertheless, continue to be tremendously significant for Ukrainians

everywhere.

It is often difficult for Ukrainians who live in the free world to

convince people that their homeland is under severe political and cultural

oppression. This is because the Soviet constitution:rakes it appear that

there are equal rights among all the republics of the Soviet Uhian. Mbre-

over, Ukraine has its own representation in the Uhited Nations. But if

you follow everyday life in the Soviet Union, you can easily spot the ways

in which the government discriminates against those of its citizens who

are not Russian. In schools, for instance, you can choose to learn the

Ukrainian language, but the Russian language is mandatory. The church

which legally exists is the Russian Orthodox Church. The Ukrainian Ortho-

dox, ukrainian Catholic, and Ukrainian Protestant Church are outlawed.

Book publishing, filmmaking and theatrical prodrctions in 'the Ukrainian

language are discouraged.

American Ukrainians have always been deeply concerned about the

conditions in their homeland. Waves of oppression, persecution and dis-

crimination in Ukraine have elicited spontaneous responses fraa Ukrainian

Arrericans--demonstrations, petitions to various governments and material

support. Also Ukrainians who live in this country protest the oppression

of their homeland by commemorating historical everts which are ignored or

suppressed in the Soviet Uhion. The best example is the zelebration of

Ukrainian Independence Day on January 22. While in the Uhited States

many state governors and city mayors proclaim that day a "Ukrainian Day"

9 8
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and the blue and gold on Ukrainian flag waves over cities and towns in

America, in Ukraine such acts would be severely punished by the Soviet

authorities.
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Suggested activities

1. Shim the students a map of Ukraine and explain its location, its geo-

graphical features, climate, economy of the country.

2. Ask the students to find one or more persons who have visited their

ancestral homeland. Oonduct a brief interview:

- If it was not your ancestral homeland, would you have made the

same effort to visit that country? Why?

- How were your experiences during the Visit different from your

expectations? What: were same disappointments? What were some

pleasant surprises?

- When you came back frau you4: visit, did you feel a greater sanse

of identity with Americans of yoar own ethnic background? Why?

Why not?

Wbuld you like to return? If you could return for a year, would

you? Why or why not?

- Compare and contrast the view of America held by the people in the

homeland with your view. Acoourt for the differences.

3. Ask the students to make a mock preparation to visit their ancestral

homeland. They should call a travel agency to find out how much a trip

would cos-t, if the/would need a passport, a visa, and any special

ianoculations. They should find out what climate and geographical

features the country has and accordingly plan a one-smitamiwardrobe

to take along. They shouldlmke a two week itinerary. FOr example:

1st dgy - Depart from O'Hare, Chicago at 6:30 P.M. Arrive at Fiumico

Airport, Rome, Italit'it 9:00 A.M. Go through customs.

Axxive at the hotel. Unpack, wash, take a nap. Then go for

lunch and take an afternoon bus tour of the city.
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2nd, 3rd, and 4th day - Sightseeing in Rome. (StudentsCehould des-

cribe the sights they want to see.).

5th, 6th, and 7th day - Visit Naples. Sightseeing. Visiting relatives.

8th dgy - Return to Rome. Go to opera in evening.

9th and lath dgy - Go to Florence. Sightseeing.

llth and 12th day - Go to Venice. Ride a gondola. 1Lsit St. Nark's

Place and feea the pigeons.

13th day - Return to Rome.

14th day - Fly back to Chicago.

Students should consult their parents and relatives on what sights

to visit, whether there are any relatives in that country to visit,

What recreational activities are popular there (sightseeingmust not

be the only activity during the visit), what food is typical there,

and any other suah iLformatian. The itinerary should be as realis-

tically planned as possible. Distances between cities and time for

traveling should be stated. A preferred seasan for traveling should

be stated. The main goal should be a visit to the town or village

frau which one's ancestors cam.

4. Ask the students to cut out stories from the local and national news-

papers dealing with Ukraine. Since the Ukraine situatian involves a

long-standing conflict with neighboring states, a lang-texml project

should be envisioned. Because the facte and the meaning of the facts

are often in considerable dispute, care should be taken so that the

various points of view are given a fair representation. How do these

stories relate to the issue of Ukraine's independence? Mat other

issues are involved? Haw have Ukrainian Americans reacted to the

varied threats upon their ancestral homeland?
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5. COmpare and contrast the position of Ukrainian Americans with other

ethnic groups in this nation whose hcmeland is under attack: how

did American Greeks react when Ttrkish troops :roved into the Greek-

controlled island of Cyprus? How did Lithuanians react to Soviet

persecution of Lithuanian nationalism in the U.S.S.R.? How has the

American Irish community responded to the presence of 15,000 English

troops in Northern Ireland' Should Black Americans get involved in

the liberation movements in Angola, Rhodesia and the Union of South

Africa? Is there any general policy or rule which these American

ethnic groups can adopt to aid their relatives in the homeland? Should

they put pressure upon Congress to give military or economic aid?

ShouLd they adopt a "hands-off" attitude and disregard or neglect the

problems on the other side of the ocean?

Evaluation

1. %hat significance does the date January 22 have for Ukrainians

2. %by is this date celebrated by Ukrainians in the United States but

not in Ukraine?

3. In what other ways are Ukrainians discriminated against?

4. The U.S.S.R. (Union of Socialistic Soviet Republics) is composed of

fifteen republicsfeach representing different nationalities, which are

supposed to have equal rights according to the Soviet constitution.

Is this really true in practice?
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Soviet Nationalistic policy Theme: ContributionP
AMerican-Life

TOPIC: UKRAINIA/4 CONCERN FOR HM115N RIGHTS

Behavioral objective

The student Should he able to

1. explain why the Soviet Union is not a homogeneously populated region;

2. enumerate the reasons for the Soviet policy of suppresSing ethnic

and cultural pluralism;

3. explain why it is the Ukrainians in America who are especially mar

petent to warn the free world of the threats to freedom.

How this topic ielates to the theme of multi-culturalisa

There is an old proverb, "Ybu cannot keep Jbl-in on the farm after he

has seen Paris." In the same manner you cannot keep people in docile sub-

jugation after they have learned about free societies which prcmide an

individual with equal opportunity regardless of his "race, religion ot

nationality."

In our day of space explorations,'when man has set foot on the mcon

and pictures flash on our T.V. from the distant surface of Mars,.it has

been very hard to keep secrets frcm people in hope that remaining unaware

of the social progress in other societies their cwn level of expectations

will not rise. Attempts at building fences, which might have worked for

medieval China, are no longer successful in the case of present-day Berlin.

Man's awareness in the age of electronics cannot be easily fenced in. Tbday
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people constantly come into contact with people from other cultures, other

wsys of living. Therefore, we must learn to accept these cultural dif-

ferences as a basic and inalienable human right to self-expression. These

contacts.also bring new awareness of other possibilities of human self-

expression and with it new dreams and expectations arise which, when frus-

trated, can turn into ugly confrontations. Such confrontations f,.:a a large

scale could be fatal to mankind in an age when techaolocly his 'Ircken the

barriers of space and sound and rade the whole world interependant.

Denial of human rights to people on one hand, can lead to stagnation

or rebellion. On the other hand, as is the case of the United States, when

people are given freedom to express themselves, fantastic strides are made

towards building a good life in a good society. This reality was recog

nized hy tha United Nations and resulted in the proclamation of the

Declaration of Human Rights.

Ethnic groups in Anerica have always been sensitive to the issue of

human or civil Aghts, the denial of which was often a.cause of their being

in America. They are concerned first of all with the civil rights issues

here in America, where,they live and sometimes were discriminated against,

and also in their ancestral homelands. By being sensitive to human rights

as indiV.duals, communities, or nations, we contribute to the future well-

being of all people in a wcxeLdwhich more than ever before in history de-

pends on the goodwill and empathy of all people.

Bridge questions

1. Ask the students how long it took to cross the Atlantic 100 years ago

and how long it takes today.
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2. Ask the students what their reactions are when they learn that their

friends can watch any program on T.V. that they wish to while their

own parents forbid them to watch certain programs.
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UKRAINIAN =CERN FOR HUMAN RIMS

lie may think that only in the Uhited States so many different people

or ethnic groups live together in the same country. But actually there

are very few countries in the world whose population is homogeneous, that

is, culturally or racially uniform. One region with great cultural and

racial variety is the Soviet Union. Even though the Union is composed of

only fifteen Republics, each representing a different nationality, over

200 ethnic groups live there. Each group has a distinct language and cul-

ture, and eadh is aware of its difference fron the dominant nationality

in the Soviet Union--the Russians.

It is not the diversity in itself, however, that presents a real

problem to the Soviet government. It is the fact that most of the nations

comprising the Union believe that they are subjugated by the Russians and

that their rights to preserve their own language, culture and religion have

been denied. They claim that the present Soviet Cbmmunist regime is but

a different fonn of the same Czarist Russia that kept their lands in cap-

tivity before the First WOrld War. So what the ioviet government really

fears is that those peoples may dissent or even revolt. The communist

government belieles that social classes or economic conditions bind people

much more closely together than any other bonds. It holds, for example;

that laborers who uork to support rich people and the rich people whose

lives depend on the labor of the working class are united in a much rare

realsway than are people who share the same religion, race, culture or
-

language. The Soviet Union, therefore, has passed special laws and pol-

icies aimed at suppressing cultural differences among people. By sudh
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measures the government hopes not only to unite all its citizens.in,a

single class but also to frustrate the different nationalities in their

desire far freed= It hopes to "neat" them into the dominant Russian

culture.

American Ukrainians are painfUlly aware of the suppressive policies

of the Soviet government, because their homeland is a victim of such

policies. For instance, any American today can visit apy German or J'ap

anese town or village, regardless of the fact that Germany and Japan were

our enemies during Wbrld War II. But the average Soviet citizen is for-

bidden to visit the United States, although the Soviet Union was our ally

during the same war. And, American citizens can get permission to visit

only certain cities of the Saviet Chian and cnly for specified periods of

time. The Soviet government is especially afraid of letting Ukrainians

living in the free world visit their relatives in Ukraine. Why? Because

the Soviet regime does not want Ukrainians in Ukraine to know that Ukrain-

ians in America have more freedom to practice their language, religion,

and cultural customs, than do the Ukrainians in Ukraine.

Ukrainians, who through the centuries have experienced religious and

cultural oppression in their own homeland, appreciate the freedom that

American democracy ensures. At the same time they are aware that in an

interdependent. world American freedom is threatened if there are political

powers without respect for the idea of freedom. Ukrainians attempt to keep

America aware of such dangers. They are especially sensitive when Amemicans

support the "melting pot" po3icies of the Soviet Uhion by calling thu Soviet

Uhion "Russia" or when they ignore the fact that mare than half the pop-

ulation of the Soviet Union is not Russian. If Americans became aware of

such facts, it would mean a step forward in protecting civil rights of

people throughout the world.
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THE RIGAT OF SELF-EXPRESSION

RETENTION OF ETHNIC IDENTITY AMONG AMERICAN UKRAINIANS
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Byzantine Empire Theme: Relationship to

Roman Catholic Church homeland

Russian Orthodox Church

TOPIC: TEE TIES TEAT BIND

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. distinguish between the Ukrainian Orthodox and

Church;

2. discuss the importance of the Ukrainian Church

the United States;

3. explain the reasons for the persecution of the

the Soviet Union.

the Ukrainian Catholic

for the immigrants in

Ukrainian Church In

rfocc.thisrelates to the theme of multi-cultura/ism

TWo of the most important factors in binding an ethnic group together

and providing it with a sense of identity are religion and language. For

most ethnic groups religion and language are closely interwoven and cannot

be easily separated. In some cases ethnic identity was expressed by other

reans. All Raman Catholics, for example, used the Latin language in reli-

gious observances. But different ethnic groups sanctimas practiced differ-

ent rites, and customs even though the language of worship was

identical. Eventually these differences in the outward fora or expression

of belief were more important to a particular ethnic group than the common

language they shared with others during worship.
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We often think of language in utilitarian terms: language as a

means of camiunicaticn between human beings. But there is more to langur.

age than sound. In certain respects language is like religion. It is

a mirror which reflects our innermost perceptions and understandings.

Wbuld there be hurranity without language?

Mankind, with all its fantastic achievements in science and technol-

ogy, has made little progress in answering such fundamental questions as:

what is the meaning of life? Perhaps there is no rational explanation to

that question. Life is a gift and people have expressed their apprecia-

tion for that gift in celebration. Another word Bar that "act.of celebra-

tion" is "religion." Religion and language, human expressions of the

celebration and consciousness of life, rank at the top of human values..

The Fbunding Fathers of this country were.aware of the basic values

of religion and language to a meaningful, human life. That is why the

First Amendment to the Constitution was introduced: not to suppress

religious expression but to protect individuals and their right to worship

as they pleased. Neither does the U.S. Constitution single out one

language as mandatory Bar the whole nation. (dle use of the English

language is based on custom, not on federal laws.) The Constitution serves

as a kind of written guarantee, assuring certain freedoms which are vital

to a meaningful human life.
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UKRAINIAN RELIGIOUS TIES

Ukrainians have gone through long periods without self-government.

They have been ruled by foreign powers. Religion and language, there-

fore, have become very important to then, since it helps then to preserve

and manifest their ethnic identity.

Ukraine embraced Christianity in 988 A.D. when it was ruled by

Volcdymyr the Great. At that time the Christian Church was not yet for,-

mally divided into the Western (Latin) and the Eastern (Q7dxklco.0 Church.

When the split finally occurred in 1054, Ukraine remained affiliated with

the Eastern Orthodox Church which had its seat in Constantinople, the

capital of the Greek Byzantine Empire.

Even though Christianity came to Ukraine from the Greek Byzantine

Empire, Ukrainian religious observances have preserved many native cultur-

al traits. For example, mass is celebrated not in Greek but in Ukrainian.

While the rite is similar to that of the Greek Church, many pagan customs

have found their way into the obserVances of Christian religious feasts.

Through the centuries, church traditions have become more and more Ukrain-
./

ian in character.

After the 'Darks defeated Constantinople in.1453, the Ukrainian Church

found itself without effective leadership. At that time Western Etrope

was enjoying a splendid cultural period inspired by ancient civilizations,

known as the Renaissance. More and more Ukrainians traveled to the Nest,

in order to learn about Renaissance culture. But they were wary of

adoptingwestern culture wholesale, and especially Romanr-Latin Catholicism.

Their reasan was that Poland had gained dominance over the greater part
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of Ukrainian territories and put pressure an Ukrainians to join the Roman

Catholic Church. By depriving them of their native religious rites and

customs, the Poles hoped to undermine the national consciousness of the

Ukrainian people. Indeed, those Ukrainians who switdhed their religious

alliance scam forgot about their ancestors and regarded themselves as

Poles.

Anumher of Ukrainian clergymen thought they had found away of

entering the western cultural meinstrean while yet preserving their native

rite: in 1596 they concluded a treaty with the Roman Catholic Churdh.

They agreed to recognize the Pope of Rome as the head of their churdh.

if theTPope would grant them the right to pxeserve their autonomy, that

is, internal self-govermmnt of church affairs and their distinct church

rite, including the right of the clergy to marry and the use of the Cld

Slavic language in Churdh services. Thus a Union of Eastern and Vie-stern

Churches was formed.

Not all Ukrainians, however, were willing to accept that treaty; the

majority has remained loyal to the principles of the Orthodox Church. It

was the Wtstern Ukrainian territories that finally upheld the Union, and

the Ukrainian Churdh in those parts became known as Eastern Catholic or

the Uniate Church.

It was from iAbstern Ukraine that the first Ukrainian immigrants came

to America. Because the rulers of their homeland changed so frequently--

Poles followed by Russians, followed by Austrians and Hungariansthey

felt that the Church was more stable than political governments. Besides,

it was the only institution that they could regard as their very own. And

sc the Church became'the most important manifestation of ethnic identity

among the early Ukrainian immigrants.
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While the Ukrainian immigrants' Church in America was no longer

persecuted by political powers, it was nevertheless threatened fram

other quarters. At first, around the turn of the century, the Russian

Orthodox Church, with the Ctar's generous financial support, sought to

attract Ukrainian immigrants into its fold. It met with considerable

success, because its rite is so similar to that of the Ukrainian Church.

The Roman Catholic Church, on the bther hand, was critical of the

Ukrainian Church, disapproving of the Ukrainian clergy's right to marry.

Also, the "'melting pot" attitudes had influenced the Catholic Church in

America: it wanted to "melt" the Ukrainian Churdh into its Latin mold.

The Ukrainian immigrants, however, were strongly attadhed to their Churah,

both as a religious institution and as a symbol of their separate ethnic

identity. They guarded it_loyally through adverse periods and crises.

TOday, many American Ukrainians regard their Church as witness to the

persecutions and perseverance of Ukrainians. And if you ask an American

Ukrainian when he will consider his homeland free, he probably will tell

yau that it will be cn the day when Ukrainian people not only elect their

own government, but also pray in their own Ukrainian Church. Becausa

now the Ukrainian Church, both Orthodax and Catholic, is outlawed in its

own homeland.
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Suggested activities

Ask if any children in the classroom know other languages, besides

Etglish. Also ask students to identify their religious affiliation. Now,

discuss with than the meaning of the diversity of answers. Trbre they

denied education at public expense because of their religious beliefs?

Are they f7orbidden to converse in public places in languages other than

English? Suppose that they were forbidden to go to school because of

their religion or were arrested because.they talked in a foreign language

in the street? Let the students speculate on howmarly people in America

would be deprived of education and serve sentences in jail under such

conditions. TO demonstrate the point, ask those students who have iden-

tified themselves as belonging to a religious denomination and those who

can speak another language to leave their desks and stand by the wall.

Ask if the children who have remained seated if they would really want

all their standing rlAqsmates to leave the school.

Evaluation

1. What were the key points in the compromise egreement made between

the Roman Catholic Church and the Ukrainian clergy in 1596?

2. What is the difference between the Ukrainian Orthodox Church and the

Ukrainian Catholic Churdh (Uhiate Church)?

3. Why have various foreign rulers of Ukraine (Poland, Russia, etc.) tried

to suppress the Ukrainian Church?

4. Why is the Ukrainian Church important for Ukrainian immigrants to the

Uhited States?
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Bilingualism
Slavic Languages
The Cyrillic alphabet

Theme: Relationship to
homeland

Behavioral objective

The student .should be able to

1. tell why it is advantageous tor a Ukrainian American to speak Ukrainian;

2. relate Ukrainian to: a) other European languages, b) other Salvic

languages.

THE UXRAINLO LANGUAGE

Sometimes Americans think that only newcomers to this country speak

another language besides English in their businesses and homes: In recent times,

however, we have come to recognize that many people in the United States are

bilingual, which means that they are able to speak two languages with relative

fluency. Many communitias have schools with bilingual education programs.

How often do we meet young Americans who have bothered to learn the

language of their ancestors? They are few and far between. But it is easy
__-

to find such people in Ukrainian American communities. They learn the

Ukrainian language at home and in Saturday schools and sometimes in parochial

all-day schools.

What is the Ukrainian language like? Along with Russian, Polish, Czech

and Serbo-Croatian, it belongs to the Slavic family of languages. Judging

by the number of speakers, it is the second largest among Slavic languages:

over 40 million people speak it.. Ukrainian is partially understood by other
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Slays. The differences between Slavic languages is comparable to the

differences between Romance languages: A Portuguese can understand a

Spaniard, while au Italian can communicate with a Portuguese.

Ukrainian grammar is quite complex, but it is worth the effort, since

the spoken language is rich, melodious and expressive.

Ukrainians use the Cyrillic alphabet which is quite different from Cas

Latin alphabet used by the cultures of the Western civilization. The

riilic alphabet, somewhat similar to the Greek, has also been adopted by

Russians, Belorussians, Bulgarians, Serbs and other nations. Americans

sometimes refer to the Cyrillic alphabet as the Russian alphabet. This is

an error. The name "Cyrillic" comes from St. Cryil, a missionary among

Slays in the ninth century who, together with his brother, Methodius,

designed this alphabet.

Ukrainian Americans take pride in knowing the language of their home-

' land. They also find it very useful. There are certain subjects which are

better expressed in Ukrainian: it would be awkward to discuss Ukrainian

customs or traditional food in English, and impossible to tell native tales,

quote proverbs, or recite poetry. Singing, of course, comes more naturally

ia Ukrainian, even to those who speak it pvorly. Greetings on many occasions

sound better in Ukrainian, although "Hello" and "Hi" have become popular

even among persons who conduct their conversations in Ukrainian.

When American-born Ukrainians meet Ukrainians who come from Brazil,

France, Germany or Ukraine, they immediately have a common language with

which to communicate. A young Ukrainian who does not speak the language

finds it sad and embarassing when he visits Ukraine and cannot communicate

with his own kin.
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Freedom of expression Theme: Relationship to homeland

Behavioral obiective

The student should be able to

1. expain why it,is important for an American to be familiar with more

than his own culture;

2. name some cultural activities of Ukrainians in the United States;

3. discuss the need for Ukrainian artists and intellectuals to develop their

own culture in America..

CULTURAL ACTIVITY IN SERVICE OF THE OLD COUNTRY

WhAmericans enjoy a rich cultural life. Our writers are translated

into all the languages of the world; our film stars are known in every

town and hamlet; our newsmagazines are read throughout Europe; and New York

is known as the art capital of the world. But an American who is conscious

of his ethnic heritage enjoys an additional spiritual experience. Not being

limitied to a single, although great, culture, he has a chance to live in

two worlds. By comparing his American cultural experience with that of his

parents or grandparents, he understands it better. Furthermore, he enriches

his American culture by adding to it strains of other colors, voices and

moods.

Mhny Ukrainian Americans have kept in touch with the culture of their

homeland. What they are doing in the field of cultural activity, arts and

literature, is the self-fulfullment of a tightly organized ethnic group
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which has maintained its sense of self-preservation but which, at the same

time, is aware of its present cultural environment.

When we examine their various cultu.al activities at close range, we

find much more than mere self-fulfillment. Ukrainian American writers,

artists and scholars wish to do more than satisfy the cultural needs of the

one million or so of their ethnic brothers and sisters in the United States.

They believe that they have to contribute to the national heritage in their

homeland, especially in those areas of creative activity that cannot freely

develop ia Ukrainebecause of censorship and oppression. Literature in

Soviet Ukraine is restricted to what the Communist-government deems politically

II safe." Modern art is prohibited, along with jazz and rock music. Such

modes of expression of the human spirit are considered dangerous because of

their inherently liberating qualitier:. In the case of the social sciences,

partiat...11r12; aistory, poll'.cal ideas must follow faithfully the narrow

guidelines of the Communist party. Ukraine does not enjoy a free press and

a public opinion shaped in freedom. The Ukrainian language, as the most

intimate means of expression, is being suppressed.in favor of the ruling

Russian language.

Needless to say, Ukrainian intellectuals in Western countries, includ-

ing the United States, believe that they have an obligation to their ancient

cultural heritage. By their awn contribution to the Ukrainian culture they

hope to resist, indirectly, the process of Russification in their homeland.

They translate important literary works into English and other Western

languages. They also write their own plays, poems, novels, and essays.

The works of the world-famous sculptor Alexander Archipenko presents

a typical example of the free creative spirit of the Ukrainian people.
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Edward Kozak, a celebrated cartoonist from Detroit, has caught in his

drawings the essence of Ukrainian folk humor. The eighty-year old theater

director Josyf Hirniak, who had been exiled in the 1930's by the'Communist

regime for his innovative and daring stage productions, now continues his

work in New York, refusing to grow old. Two Ukrainians soloists, Hanna

KOleanyk and Renata Babak, former stars of the Moscow. and Kiev operas,

who recently escaped from the Soviet Union, uphold the standards of

Ukrainian musical culture in America. Professors Shevelov, a linguist at

Columbia University; O. Pritsak, a historian at Harvard and Director of the

Ukrainian Institute; and hundreds cf other Ukrainian scholars, present in

their research and lectures points of view that linguists and historians

are not allowed to maintain in Ukraine. Over 130 periodicals (including

veterinarian, medical or technical bulletins) are intended to fill the gaps

in the diminished development of Ukrainian snholarship and publishing in

the Soviet Union.

Ukrainian American intellectuals believe that their fellow Ukrainians

at home expect as much from them: it is the price they must pay to their

homeland for living in the free world. .Soviet rulers are sensitive to what

Ukrainians do here. They watch and listen. And, as a result, they some-

times allow their own writers and artists a small degree of freedom.
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Related torics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Ukrainian cities Theme: Relationshi? to
homeland

Beh&vioral olisstime

The student should be able to

1. tell what is good and what is bad in a visit to Ukraine;

2. name some Ukrainian cities;

3. explain why Ukrainian immigrants visit Ukraine, although they

would not want to live there.

V/SITING THE "OLD COUNTRY" - PLACES TO VISIT IN UKRAINE

Many Ukrainians living in the United States go for visits to

'Ukraine. Older people get very emotional about such trips: they meet

relatives and friends after thirty, forty or fifty years of separation.

Youngsters, born in this country, want to learn about the land of

their fathers or forefathers.. They compare the society and culture

in Ukraine with that of America. Certain things they sea impress

them,others upset them, and still others appear to be confusing.

They would not like to live there because of regimentation of society .

and lack of freedom. Int they do appreciate the people's genuine

feelings, their friendliness, industriousne3s, hospitality and

politeness.

Much of what the-young travelers see in Ukraine shows.them that

Ukrainians like to work hard and that they respect culture and

education. Museums, theaters and galleries are highly esteemed and
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carefully preserved. Also some churches are kept in good condition,

although they are regarded as monuments of art rather than as places

of worship.

There are Some places in Ukraine that American tourists partic-

ularly like to visit:

Kiev (Kyiv), the capital of Ukraine, has almost two million

inhabitants. It is the oldest city in all of Eastern Europe. In

Kiev tourists ViSit the remnants of medieval architecture from the

Kievan-Rus period (the 9th to the 13th century). The most important

landmark in the city is the Saint Sophia cathedral'(built in 1035);

it is well preserved to this day. The ruins of the Golden Gate to

the city, built in the eleventh century, also attract many visitors.

Ukrainian Americans like to visit Kaniv, a small town on the

Dnipro (Dnieper) river. There the greatest Ukrainian poet, Taras

Shevchenko (1814-1861),15 buried on a hill overlooking the wide

stream. Ukrainians go there not because the place is particularly

beautiful, but because they want to pay their respects to their

nation's bard.

LViv, the capital of Western Traine is still another tourist

attraction. The city is rich in ,cennaisance Architecture. It boasts

of an exquisite baroque cathedral and many other monuments, museums,

and institutions of higher learning..

Odessa is the largest port on the Black Sea. It is a flourishing

modern city built in the early nineteenth century. Kharkiv, the

second largest city in Ukraine is primarily an industrial center.

Poltava is a typical Ukrainian provincial town on the left bank of the
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Dnieper River. The town was made famous by an operetta called

Natalka Poltavka (A Girl Named Natalka from the Town of Poltava),

which Ukrainian theaters often stage.

Many tourists are attracted by Crimea on the Black Sea. Its

beaches and resorts are among the most beautiful in all of Europe.

This is the Ukrainian Florida .with sub-tropical vegetation and a

mild climate. In one of the resort towns of Crimea, called Yalta,

President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill, and the Soviet leader

Stalin signed the port-war agreement in 1945.

Visitors are not allowed to travel to all parts of Ukraine.

Only certain cities are opened to tourists. They must follow strictly

defined routes and abide by rigid rules and regulations. Tourists

from the West do not understand such restrictions and are frustrated

by them: they are used to planning their own itineraries and visiting

places that might strike their fancy. It is especially sad when they

are forbidden to visit places where their relatives live and work.

Visits to Ukraine are expensive, and the travelers' freedom

of movement is restricted. Still, many Ukrainians from the West

visit it each summer.
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Related topics: Ethnic group: Ukrainians

Byzantine style in ardnitecture
Baroque style
icons

Theme: Relationship to
homeland

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. explain why certain traditional styles in church architecture are

important to Ukrainiame in America;

2. describe those styles.

CHURCH ARCBITECTURE AND RELMICUS ART

If an outsicku: walks into a typical Ukrainian neighborhood, the first

thing that strikes him is the local church architecture. The church

structures are usually quite traditional. Ukrainians seldcmi build their

churches in the modern functional style. Few such churches were built in

America, but this created serious disputes in the community. The argu-

ment for the traditional style of architecture is that the churdh, next to

its purely religious function, serves the ethnic community in America by

reminding people of their ethnic roots, and helping to retain the traditions

which underlie ethnic distinctiveness. A contemporary structurewill re-

flect the conditions and aspirations of.the present-,day society. A tradi-

tional structurewill serve as a link to the past, to the common roots of

the people.

TWo basic churdh styles are pol8MarIy.acoeptedbytIrainians:

1) Byzantine style is the oldest. The church has a cross-shape base

with several domes, the central cupola being the largest and highes .
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'Ihe contours of walls and the facade are slightly rounded.

EXamples of such churches are the Inrnaculate Conception Ukrainian

Cathedral in Philadelphia and Sts. Vblodymyr and Olha Church in

Chicago.

2) The Baroque style is a richly decorated structure with several

domes and entrances and lavish det-Ails on the outside and the

inside. Popular among Ukrainians is the Kozak baroque, called so

because in this style churches were built by Kozak leaders in

the 17-18th centuries. In the United States the finest examples

of such architecture are: the St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox

Cathedral in South Bound Brook, New Jersey, and the St. Nicholas

Catholic Cathedral in Chicago, Illinois.

In recent times a number of wooden Ukrainian churches have been built

in the United States, mainly in the mountainous regions of New York state--

in BUnter, New Ybrk, Glen Spay, NeW York, Kerhongstan, New York, and chappels

in the summer camps. Such churches reflect the folk architecture of west-

ern Ukrainian villages particularly those in the Carpathian region.

An impadtrant part of the sacred art in the eastern churches is icon

painting. It Is sacred because in the past only particularly virtuous and

pious monks were allowed to paint icons. Icon painting is an intricate

process of painting in oils on especially prepared wooden slabs. Another

way to decorate the inside of a_church is to paint images and ornaments

directly =walls, first preparing the' area with a special plaster coating.

This process is called alfresco, and the wall paintings themselves are

called frescoes, or more simply, murals.

AL:lumber of fine contemporary artists in the United States have de-

voted their careers to icon and al fresco painting. Yaroslav Hordynsky
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and 140<ola Kholodnyj are best known among them.

_The ikonostas, a partition separating the sanctuary from. the faith7-

ful is an integral part of a Ukrainian Church. This partition is a highly

intricate network of oranments, carved in wood with several structured

levels of icons built into it.

There are no statues in Ukrainian churdhs; they do not belong to the

Ukrainian sacred art; ornamental wood carving, on the other hand, is common.

Crosses and wooden candle holders inlaid with bits of colored materials,

are very popular not only in Churches, but also in private homes.

St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church

in Hunter. N.Y.
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Ukrainian summer resorts
Summer camps

109

Ethnic gro.yv UR:ad...a:Limas

Theme: Relationship to
homeland

Behavioral objective

The student should be able to

1. explain why not all Ukrainians could look forward to summer vacations

in their native land;

2. give reasons for so many cultural activities aroung Ukrainian resorts

and camps;

3. explain why Ukrainians prefer to spend their vacations in rrountainous

regions.

VACATIONIM WITH THE UKRAINIANS

Americans look forward to a vacation after a year's hard work. They

take their right to a vacation for granted. It was not so in the native

land of the Ukrainian immigrants. There a vacation was a privilege of the

wealthy. But in the United States Ukrainians of all walks of life expect

to go on vacation.

Many Ukrainians own summer cottages or small farmhouses. Others rent

an apartment or a cabin in a resort area. For example, vacations on the

Atlantic coast are popular with Ukrainians. There aref.few resort areas in

New Jersey where Ukrainians gather for the summer. Ukrainians, however, are

not a sea-faring people. Therefcza, their most favorite vacation spots

are in mountainous regions, particularly in upper New Ybrk state. Such

localities as Hunter, Mbnticello and Glen Spay remind than of the Carpathian

mountains in Western Ukraine.
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In addition to privately owned cottages, Ukrainians keep resorts.

Some, like the Ukrainian National Association Estate in Kerhorkson, New

Ybrk or the Ukrainian Wbrkingmens' Association in Glen Spay, New York,

boast colorful cultural activities during the summer: festivals, art

exhibits, concerts, courses in dancing, music, major conventions.

Young Ukrainians also go to summer camps. The three largest Ukrain-

ian youth organizations have among them twelve camping areas. Summer

camps are usually large and very well organized. It is estimated that

three to four thousand youngsters spend part of their vacations in a camp.

The college students travel to Canada or Europe. Many visit other

Ukrainian communities and some attend summer courses in Ukrainian subjects

in Rome, Mbnich or at Harvard University. Ukrainians do not travel abroad

much, but those who do, contact their fellow Ukrainians in the countries

they visit, be it Argentina, France, Poland or Yugoslavia.

Small Ukrainian summer resorts flourish in the vicinity of all imr

portant Ukrainian communities. Ukrainians who live in the Chicago area

spend their vacations at Pound Lake, Illinois and southern Wisconsin,

especially the Wisconsin Dells. In this all-American vacation canter,

Ukrainians cwn over twenty-five modern motels and restaurants.

Those who cannot afford to pgy for vacations outside their place of

residence, stay at home, work in gardens or use their vacation time for

home repairs, considering it an "American" and "Ukrainian" way to gpend a

useful vacation.


